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Purpose 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Thi s i s a study of cases in which parents filed "stubborn 
child" complaints against their adolescent children and in 
which the children were· subsequently referred to Boston 
Children's Service Association for placement. 
For the past several years there have been an increasing 
number of referrals to child placing agencies from the Juve-
nile court. Many of these situations have come to the at-
tention of the court due to the coiT~unity•s awareness of the 
parent's r ight to file a "stubborn child" complaint. Accord-
ing to the General Laws of Massachusetts, a "stubborn child" 
is a delinquent child, between the ages of seven and seven-
teen, who has stubbornly refused to submit to the lawful and 
' 1 
reasonable commands of his parents or lawful guardian.-
Prior to the court hearing, a.n investigation of the child • s 
character, his school record, home environment and previous 
complaints, if any, is made by the probation officer. A 
report is submitted to t he court and a recommendation regard-
ing the future plan for the child is then formulated. In 
those situations in which the child is t o be placed in a home 
other than his own a referral to a child placing agency is 
1. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, General Laws 
Chapter 272, Section 53. 
1. 
made. 
The writer's interest in this subject is based on the 
.fact that the parent himsel.f .files the complaint against his 
child and may or may not .favor the court recommendation to 
place the child away .from his own home. The attitudes of 
these parents toward placement would be expected to di.f.fer 
.from the attitudes o.f parents under the usual placement 
circumstances. 
There.fore, this research has been undertaken in an at-
tempt to determine the problems which led to the complaint, 
the nature of the parent-child relationships, the attitudes 
of the parents and children toward the plan .for placement and 
the meaning o.f separation to them, and the role of the parent 
in the initial placement process. The study will try to 
answer the following questions .for a group of court referred 
cases in which a parent had filed a "stubborn child" com-
plaint. 
1. What were the presenting problems as seen by the 
parent? As viewed by the court? 
2. What was the nature o.f the parent-child relationship? 
3. How did the parent and child see placement? 
4. How did the parent through the caseworker's help 
prepare the child for placement? 
Scope o.f the study 
This is a study o.f the parents o.f twenty adolescents 
2. 
whose cases were active with Boston Children's Service As-
sociation ror the purpose or placement. The period under 
consideration is a two year period rrom January 1, 1955, 
through December 31, 1956. Some or the considered types or 
placement are : 1) roster home, 2) group placement, and 3) 
school. 
For purposes or this investigation, initial placement 
is a period or one month rollowing the date or the child's 
placement in a roster home, group setting or school. 
Chapter I describes the method or study. Chapter II 
includes the history, runction and policies or Boston 
Children's Service Association. A review or the literature 
pertinent to the subject will be considered in Chapter III. 
In Chapters IV, v, VI data regarding the parent and child 
will be analyzed, and Chapter VII will present case illus-
trations. Finally, Chapter VIII will give the stumnary and 
conclusions or the study. 
Sources or Data 
The data ror this study were derived rrom: 
1. Rererral summaries submitted by the court. 
2. case records or Boston Children's Service Associatio~ 
3. Conrerences with agency social workers supervising 
the cases studied. These were held ror the purpose 
or obtaining further data, as the recording in some 
instances was lacking in detail. These details will 
be considered under the limitations on the following 
page. 
4• A review of the literature in the field of social 
work related to this study. 
Method of Procedure 
The writer obtained the twenty cases for this study by 
a review of the intake register at Boston Children's Service 
Association for the years 1955 and 1956. The register indi-
cated the source of the referral but it was necessary to 
examine all the case records in which a referral by the court 
had been made in order to identify those situations where 
"stubborn child" complaints had been filed. These twenty 
cases represent the total number of children with a complaint 
of "stubborn child" referred to Boston Children's Service 
Association for placement within the two year period under 
study. 
A schedule (see Appendix) was formulated by the writer 
to obtain information vital to this study. The areas covered 
in the schedule were: characteristics of the parent and his 
adolescent child, the complaint to the court, existing famili-
al relationships prior to the court referral, attitudes toward 
placement and the role of the parent in the initial placement 
process. The resulting data were then used to answer the 
preceding general questions. 
Limitations 
The study under consideration is limited with respect 
to the size of the case sample as well as the fact that the 
recording was not done for the purpose of research. The case 
records were lacking in detail, especially when a series of 
contacts had been summarized by the worker. Not all of the 
ages of the parents were known nor were the I.Q.•s of their 
adolescent children. The attitude of the adolescent toward 
his parent and the parent's attitude toward the plan for 
placement could not be determined from the recording in all 
of the situations. Little could also be lea~ned about the 
preparation which the parent gave to his child for placement 
and the role of the caseworker in this as well as in the 
total placement process. 
The study is also limited in so far as all the cases 
under consideration are from one agency. Not included in 
this study are other types of court referred cases in which 
someone other than the parent initiated the complaint to the 
court. The small size of the study, therefore, does not 
permit any significant generalization of its findings to all 
cases of this type. 
CHAPTER II 
BOSTON CHILDREN'S SERVICE ASSOCIATION 
History 
Th e Boston Children's Aid society, as it was then known, 
was incorporated in 1865 
• • • to provide temporary homes for vagrant, desti-
tute and exposed children and those under criminal 
prosecution of tender age in the City of Boston and 
its vicinity and for providing them such other reliff 
as may be advisable to rescue them from moral ruin. 
The idea of the Boston Children's Aid Society found 
fertile soil when a few socially minded women had occasion 
to visit young boys, aged ten through fifteen, confined in 
the Boston Jail. They discovered that although the food was 
good and ample, and the cells were large and clean, no re-
sources were made available to occupy the childts endless 
time . It was in view of this revelation, that the Children's 
Aid society set forth as its immediate purpose "to provide 
instruction and occupation for the children in jail."2 In 
line with their goal, women of the society visited every day 
and left the children with slates, books, paper and pencils. 
The difficulty, therefore, had been remedied to some extent. 
However, it quickly became obvious that to "provide 
instruction and occupation" was totally inadequate and that 
1. History of Boston Children's Aid Society (mimeo -
graphed). 
2. Ibid. 
6. 
some plans had to be formulated to prevent children from 
becoming criminals and entering jail; that the society had 
to furrdsh good work and homes for the large class of chil-
dren who were particularly exposed to temptation. According -
ly, the aims of the society were enlarged to fulfill the ever 
demanding needs of pre-delinquent and delinquent children. 
The Children's Aid Society, therefore, was organized 
to give instruction, aid and advice to children 
arrested for crime, imprisoned for crime, or ex-
posed to crime. Its founders contemplated mainly 
the tea~hing of juvenile offenders detained in 
prison.j 
It was believed that more good could be accomplished if 
the children were treated prior to their commitment to a 
jail. we see, therefore, that from its incipience the socie-
ty had been alerted to the needs of delinquent boys, possibly 
due to the lack of facilities existing in Massachusetts for 
providing the necessary care. At one point, three small 
homes for delinquents were established by the society but as 
the needs of the community changed the homes were soon re-
placed by state owned training schools which developed prior 
to 1900. 
In 1915, the Boston Children's Aid Society received 
half of the endowment of the Gwyne Home and in May of 1916 
the Massachusetts Infant Asylum merged wi th the Boston 
Children ' s Aid society, the work of the two agencies being 
quite parallel. In the fall of 1921, the Children's Aid 
Society, the Boston Society for the care of Girls, and the 
Church Home Society contemplated the feasibility of a chil-
dren's federation and by the following winter the former two 
societies united in such a federation. 
On June 26, 1956, the Boston Children 's Aid Association 
and Boston Children's Friend society, also a child placing 
agency, met to discuss the feasibility of the merger of these 
two agencies, due to the duplication of services rendered by 
them, and in order that better service might be rendered to 
unmarried mothers. Representatives from the Child lvelfare 
League of America and United Community services were present 
at the meeting. On September 1, 1956, the ~o agencies ac-
cepted the recommendation to unite, although each corporation 
maintained its own Board of Directors. An associated Board 
of Directors was also appointed at this time, which is com-
prised of members from each of the individual boards. 
Function and Policies 
Boston Children's Service Association provides social 
casework services for children whose families are not able 
to provide the needed care. Some of these children are 
helped in their own homes, but the majority of children are 
served through placement in foster families and in special 
8. 
groups and schools.4 Many of the children are not understood 
by their own parents and have developed serious personality 
and emotional problems, and some have become delinquent. 
Children from outside of the Community Fund district 
may under certain circumstances be assisted by the agency 
when there is adequate reimbursement. The expenses of the 
agency are met from the annual Community Fund allocation, 
from su ch reimbursement as parents can make, and from income 
from the i nvested funds of the organization. 
A particular function of the agency is the foster home 
or group placement of children who are referred because of 
their existing personality or behavior problems. These 
children may be younger ones who need a temporary period 
away from home or adolescents in need of either temporary 
care or placement until they are on their own. Although the 
maximum age at the time of the referral is sixteen years, 
provision is made fo r some .children over sixteen to be ac-
cepted • .5 
Protestant children are accepted for care under the 
Association if their homes are broken by parental death, 
illness of a parent, divorce or separation, when at least one 
parent is available and when the goal is the eventual re-
4. Annual Report of the Boston Children's Aid 
Association for the Year 1949. 
,5. Functions and Policies of Boston Children's Aid 
Association (unpublished). 
9. 
establishment of the home. Some financial reimbursement to 
the agency, the amount depending on the individual status of 
the parent, is required. The public agency is charged with 
financial responsibility for long term care. In some in-
stances, however, the public agency may subsidize the place-
ment but casework services are rendered by Boston Children's 
Service Association. These services are only provided after 
a period of intake study and clearance with the executive of 
the agency. 
catholic, Episcopalian and Jewish Children are excluded 
from this group, due to existing sectarian resources in the 
community to meet their needs. The Association cooperates 
closely with these social organizations, however, due to its 
interest in all children needing help, regardless of race or 
religion. If there is a valid reason for one of the afore-
mentioned social agencies to want a non-sectarian agency to 
provide service, Boston Children's Service will accept the 
case for placement. 
The Association will accept babies born out of wedlock 
for placement while the mother is receiving casework serv-
ices, so that she may be helped to decide what future plans 
she must make for herself and the baby. A mother who has 
decided to keep her child, but who is in need of placement 
until her plan to make a home for her child is achieved, is 
also assisted by the agency. Non-resident unmarried mothers 
10. 
are accepted or referred to their own state or town, accord-
ing to the casework diagnosis. 6 It is also the function of 
Boston Children's Service Association to place adolescent 
unmarried mothers who are in need of a home and casework help. 
Children damaged either physically or mentally are not 
accepted for placement within the s cope of the agency, par-
ticularly when permanent institutional care is indicated. 
Physically and emotionally handicapped children are helped by 
the agency through the Department of Neighborhood Clubs. 
This department specializes in group work service to children 
from six to sixteen years of age, whatever their racial or 
religious backgrounds, who are referred by social agencies, 
clinics, or parents. It is designed for children who have 
not achieved a satisfactory association with their peers. 
Such an experience is offered to provide the child with a 
corrective emotional experience.? 
Delinquent children referred by the courts are also ac-
cepted for foster home and group care by the Boston Children~ 
Service Association. The agency, however, must determine 
whether a child would be best served through placement instead 
of probation in his own home or commitment to the training 
school. Generally, children with a reasonable expectation of 
6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid. 
11. 
8 
respons e and success are accepted by the agency. 
8. Ibid. 
12. 
CHAPTER III 
THE MEANING OF SEPARATION AND PLACEMENT 
TO PARENTS AND CHILDREN 
In this chapter the ~ollowing ~actors underlying the 
problems o~ placement o~ adolescents will be discussed: 
1. The nature o~ the parent-child relationship in ado-
lescence. 
2. The meaning o~ separation to parents and children. 
3. Parental attitudes toward placement. 
4. The role o~ the worker in placement. 
The Nature of the Parent-Child Relationship in Adolescence 
One must have a knowledge o~ the meaning o~ adolescence, 
and more basically of the nature of the parent-child re-
lationship prior to adolescence, in order to adequately 
understand the nature of the parent-child relationship in 
adolescence. 
The significance of the parent-child relationship in 
determining the emotional growth o~ the child cannot be unde~ 
estimated. It is re~lected in the child ~rom the second the 
umbilical cord is cut to the point when he has been able to 
establish his independence and considers himsel~ a real per-
son. From i~ancy the child is totally dependent upon his 
mother until he can feed, walk, dress and toilet himselr. 
Essentially this process is not only one o~ comprehension but 
also one o~ identification, ~or the child not only learns 
13. 
what to do but how and when to do it. This inseparable, se-
cure relationship with the mother will help the child meet 
the fU t ure adjustments that lie ahead. 
However, t he mother's relationshi p to the child is in-
comple t e without the father's affection as well. Anna Freud 
and Dor othy Burlingham have stated that although the child' s 
relationship to its father begins later, it is an integral 
part of the child's emotional life and is a necessity in the 
formation of character and personality.1 
studies indicate two essential reasons for the male 
child 's need for his father: first, he needs a father to 
imitate and identify with; second, through this male identifi-
cation t he child will learn how to control and utilize his 
feelings of aggression and love. If this is denied the boy 
is seriously deprived of the advantage of having a father who 
from his own life experiences will help the boy solve his 
conflicts. 
With regard to the period of adole s cence Pollack states : 
The period of adolescence in our so ciety is one of 
unresolved contradiction between biological maturity 
and social dependency. The conflict is aggravated 
by emotional ambivalence of the adolescent's parents, 
as well as the adolescent2himself toward the impli-cation of his growing up. 
1. Anna Freud and Dorothy T. Burlingham, Inf ants 
without Families, p. 103. 
2. Otto Pollack, Social Science and Psychotherapy 
for Chi ldren, p. 38. 
r: -
I 
~ 
I 
,. 
The onset of adolescence can usually be determined by 
the physical changes in the individual's body. It usually 
development. However, the psychological changes are diffi-
cult to determine because they take place gradually. Ado-
lescence terminates with the establis~ment of a mature physi-
cal structure and the functioning of glands of internal se-
cretion particularly the reproductive system. Psychological-
ly, it ends with the formation of consistent patterns in 
deal ing wi th internal conflicts ru1d the demands of reality .3 
During the past few years a great deal of importe.nce has 
been placed upon the effect of the farfl..ily situation in the 
formati on of personality, particularly that of the adolescent. 
It is observable that ~titudes toward the f amily underl ie al+ 
t h e adolescent forms of conduct. However, adolescents are 
also influenced by that which is outside of their family 
circle . What others do and think constitute a strong pressure 
upon him. This is brought out in the existing social pressure 
to grow up and to be adult. The latter can be very difficul t 
for the adolescent child to accept or can be intensified by 
3. Irene M. Josselyn, M.D., The Adolescent and Hi s 
World, P• 5. 
15. 
the parentrs method of handling the situation.4 
Therefore, the role of the adolescent child involves 
conflicting demands in that as he grows older, he is on oc-
casion expected to assume the role of an adult and at other 
times a child's role. The parent also is in conflict which 
is observable in his vacillation between denying the ado-
lescent any help and being overprotective and overdominating. 
The attitudes which the parents take toward this 
process of emancipation and maturation are of pro-
found significance for the changes which are taking 
place within the personality of the adolescent. 
Many of the peculiarities of adolescent behavior, 
especially those which have come to be known as be-
havior problems, are traceable to the conflict 
between the tendencies of this emancipation process 
and the attitudes of the parents. • •• But the 
family relationship features of adolescent life are 
primarily outgrowths, directly or indirectly of the 
conflict between matureq habits and attitudes es-
tablished by the parent5s e.nd the present attitudes of the parents themselves. 
Many parental practices and attitudes, then, cultivate 
features in the adolescent personality that are undesirable 
because they interfere with the child's adjustment and happi-
ness. It would be inadequate to merely list the types of 
parental attitudes toward adolescent children, without giving 
consideration to the causes for this behavior. 
Parents who experienced difficulties in their own ado-
lescence with dominating parents are apt to be "excessively 
4. Edmund s. Conklin, Principles of Adolescent 
Psychology, P• 245. 
5. Ibid., P• 246. 
16. 
lenient" with their own children due in part to their desire 
to avoid the mistakes which their parents made. A similar 
influence may be found in parents who have fought all their 
lives against feelings of inferiority and do everything for 
their children which will guard against inferiority feelings 
in them. vocational selections of some children are domi-
nated by parents with no regard to their aptitude or capabili-
ties. Conflict ensues at this point with the adolescent bei ng 
torn between the opportunity to have his education financed 
by the parent if it meets with his approval and his desire to 
select his own vocation. Projecting upon the child what the 
parent wanted to become or could not have become is often a 
cause of personality difficulties in adolescent years. Other 
parents dominate their children by seeking to maintain abso-
lute control over them. This is due to their futile efforts 
at child raising and the fact that they are not able to trust 
' their children to "fend for themselves." One may also specu-
late that there is a disinclination to give up their status 
of authority and relinquish it to their children, which wou~d 
6 force parents to "take a back seat." 
One of the most difficult areas for the parent to handle 
is the child's awareness of the opposite sex and the parent's 
acceptance of this newly acquired interest. Some parents 
regard it as a shocking exhibition of the child's desire for 
6. Ibid., P• 249. 
--
.. 
r· 
privileges while others accept this as a sign of maturity • 
The biggest stumbling block in the parent-child relationship, 
however, is the fact that parents depend more upon their 
children's l ove then do children upon their parents• love. 
This dependency for love varies according to the parents' 
adjustment s to their own roles and to each other. The mother 
usually feel s this much more than does the father since it is 
she who has had the major responsibility for bringing up the 
children. As a result she develops an exaggerated dependence 
upon her children and suffers tremendously when separation 
takes place.7 
It is at this time that the established relationship 
between the parent and the child shows its strength or weak-
ness. The mother's attitude is of particular importance 
because her role has been a dominant one and she may, there-
fore, develop feelings of jealousy and rivalry toward her 
daughter. The symptoms of this disorder are many and varied 
and are dependent upon whether the mother attempts to suppress 
these feelings, thereby protecting herself from the knowledge 
that they exist, or whether she makes it all too apparent. 
In any event, this will be clear to her daughter and she will 
react to them unhappily one way or another. Farnham states 
that women who exhibit jealousy of their daughters have never 
actually accepted them or wished to enjoy the privileges and 
7. Marynia F. Farnham, M.D., The Adolescent, p. 71. 
18. 
.... 
satisf'actions of' womanhood. The old saying, "A daughter is 
a daughter to the end of' her lif'e," f'aile to indicate that a 
daughter is a rival f'rom her birth. The mother, if' immature, 
will react with some hostility to her daughter's romances and 
will be unable to accept them because she herself' is still 
desirous of' them. Mothers of'ten establish unf'avorable re-
lationships with their sons at this period, beca~se of' their 
extreme attachment to them and their unwillingness to re-
linquish them to other women. Mothers prevent their sons 
f'rom maturing or marrying by excessive love which brings with 
8 it excessive demands. 
In this period the f'ather of' the f'amily, conf'ronted with 
the new situation of'ten f'inds it dif'f'icult too. His ef'-
f'ectiveness will be exactly proportionate to what it has been 
throughout childhood. No matter how much he "lays down the 
law" he will have to f'ace a period of' stress and strain unless 
he has already established a sound relationship with his 
child. Some f'athers express a great deal of' opposition to 
their daughters• maturing and their attempts to f'ree them-
selves f'rom their f'amily. Underneath this is a strong wish 
to preserve their daughters' innocence and their sexual purl~. 
This desire may be exhibited by irrational opposition to any 
boys who court them. The girl, theref'ore, is f'orced to f'ight 
harder f'or her independence and accordingly may be driven to 
8. Ibid.,pp. 73-74• 
19. 
behavior that will result in unhappiness. This might be 
avoided if the father adopts a more permissive attitude. 
During adolescence the father will be an indispensable guide 
and counselor to his son, if his relationship in the past with 
him has been one of strong mutual affection. If not, the 
relationship is likely to be very flimsy and even destruc-
tive·. 9 
In conclusion, parents we see must be able to protect 
their adolescent children from their own impulses. The ne-
cessity for this will be less when the child feels his ap-
proaching maturity is welcomed by his parents and that they 
stand ready to help him in every way to achieve it, and will 
furnish when necessary the strong and reliable support in 
situations that threaten to overwhelm him. 
For themselves, parents will look for a contination 
of the old happiness in parent-child relations. But 
with a very great difference. For with this period 
in life the process of enrichment and enlightment 
can begin to go in both directions, from child t o 
parent as well as from parent to child. • • • When 
parents knm1 their own position and recognize their 
youngster's needs as acceptable, where the realities 
of the changing parent-child relationship are served, 
the experience of th18e years should be happy and 
profitable for both. 
The Heaning of Separation to Parents and Children 
It is abnormal in our society for a child to be 
separated for any continuing length of time from his 
9. Ibid., PP• 78-79. 
10. Ibid., PP• 82-83. 
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own parents and no one knows this as well as the child 
himself . For him placement is a shocking and be-
wildering calamity, the reasons for which he usually 
does not understand. • •• He knows only that his 
life has been pulled up by the roots and two ques-
t i ons circle him endlessly - why and when. Why did 
it have to happen? When can he return to his own 
home. He is in a peculiarly vulnerable and helpless 
position and usually the one person who can and must 
help h1im at this point is the caseworker who placed him.l 
Th e child who is separated from his natural parents and 
i s i n foster placement is surrounded by an atmospher e of con-
flicts and fear s. The solution lies in preparing the child 
fo r separation and placement, but in order to do this some 
knowledge of a child ' s reaction to placement is mandatory. 
Ner Littner points out that no matter what the reason 
for separat ion is, certain basic feelings are experienced by 
the child . First is the primary overall reaction of complete 
abandonment by his parents who do not care for him any more. 
The chil d feels lost, rejected and worthless; he is left 
alone to be exposed to the dangers of the world. Coupled 
with this is shock, confusion, bewilderment, fear of the 
unknown, and despair . Eventually the child is unable to ac-
cept the fact that his parents were the bad ones and ration-
alizes by stat:tng he is the one who is bad for his parents 
cannot be. He blames himself for everything leading up to 
separation and placement. Finally, the child denies his 
11. Leontine Young, "Placement from the Child's 
Viewpoint," Journal of Social Casework, 31:250, June, 1950. 
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feelings of helplessness and rejection. In some instances 
the child fears punishment because he is bad and tries to 
secure his parents' forgiveness by hurting himself. 12 
With some conception of what the traumatic effects of 
separation and placement are, we see the need for preparing 
the child for this experience. 
Hutchinson states: 
Separation is a healthy experience when the child is 
ready for it. The obstacle in child placement is 
that he is seldom ready. In the normal situation, 
the child has received emotional satisfactions suf-
ficient to liberate him for new experiences and new 
people. • •• But the fos ter child has almost never 
been accorded these satisfactions so essential for 
h is growth; neither the love and admiration of a 
mother and father happily married, nor the a~~urance 
of their continued presence and reliability. 
The parent, as well as the child, experiences the trauma 
of separation, although this has been given less consider-
ation in child welfare literature. These parents are persons 
who have usually experienced deprivation in their childhood, 
are immature and feel inadequate. They realize the stigma 
attached to their inability to care for their children, and 
the separation fears previously experienced by them are re-
activated by their child's departure . 
12. Ner Littner, Some Traumatic Effects of Separation 
and Placement, pp. 7-9. 
13. Dorothy Hutchinson, "The Parent-Child Relat ion-
ship as a Factor in Child Placemen·t , The Family, 27:47 1 
April, 1946. 
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Esther Glickman refers to the act of placement as ere-
ating a separation trauma. 
The act of placement in itself creates what is known 
as a separation trauma. To the parent placement means 
his own failure in responsibility first as a parent, 
and then as an individual. This feeling, exists in 
varying degrees and accounts for some of the ~isturb­
ances the parent may create after placement.l~ 
To the parent the act of placement represents a loss of 
self-esteem as an individual. In other words, the removal 
from the home of the child indicates failure. This sense of 
failure generates guilt, and in some instances hostility, 
toward the foster parents. 
The worker's goal with the parent then is to try to 
diminish the separation trauma by helping him derive satis-
faction in the placement of his own child. The primary im-
pact of the meaning of separation from his child is lessened 
15 if the child presents no problems and adjusts easily. 
However, Jolowicz indicates that all children have an 
inner life in which a parent-child relationship is maintained. 
Mere physical separation is not sufficient to interrupt the 
influence of the parent upon the child. Consequently the 
meaning of separation to each parent must be borne in mind, 
if we are to help both the parent and the child. For the 
14. Esther Gl ickman, "Treatment of the Child and His 
Family After Placement," casework Papers, p. 45. 
15. Elizabeth K. Radinsky, "The Parent's Role in Long 
Time Care," Child Welfare, 29:8, February, 1950. 
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child who is separated surrers a proround emotional and 
16 
social di sturbance ror which he can never be compensated. 
Finally, the effect of separation on the parent and t h e 
child may be one or rantasies toward each other. Often it 
cau ses an i ncrease in the need to cling to each other and to 
the remnants or ramily ties. These distractions prevent the 
child from rorming new relationships, and the original unit 
of the family is never given up. 
parental Attitudes Toward Placement 
When a parent seeks placement, as we have seen, he is 
usually functioning inadequately as a parent or individual. 
This present failure as a parent revives and intensifies all 
former failures. Finding himself in such a situation, the 
parent t ries to gather his remaining defenses and uses them 
as a cushion against further blows, rather than attempting 
to work out his problems. The agency's plan for placement 
seems both a reproach and an affront to him, arouses feelings 
of guilt and hostility, with a wish for overdependence 
coupled with anger about the need for it. These reelings 
precipitate behavior which runs the gamut from hostile bel-
ligerent demands to helplessness and withdrawal. 
He may unrealistically rantasy rapid recovery of the 
home situation and an early end of placement, together 
with promises of unrealistic financial responsibili-
ty and deman d that we take over, meanwhile projecting 
16. Almeda Jolowicz, Th e Hidden Parent (mimeographed). 
that this is all our idea. Between these two extremes 
there are many variations, but they all have a comrnon 
denominator : a ~eeling o~ con~usion and de~eat; a 
loss o~ ego ability to ~ind a workable compromise 
between his conflicts and the ~unctioning world of 
mature adults; a wish to ~lee ~rom the struggle to 
be adeguate because the pressure has become intoler~ 
able.1·r 
The attitude o~ the guil~y mother is most di~~icult, as 
she is more impeding to a successful placement than the 
mother who is completely rejecting o~ her child, ~or her 
guilt forces her to destructively crit~the ~oster mother, 
while at the same time she lures her child with ~alse promises 
to return home. such a situation can only precipitate a 
psychological deadlock, for the child is neither a ble to 
benefit ~rom foster living or disentangle himself from the 
bonds of his own mother. This struggle develops into a 
vicious circle whereby the· foster child uses a multi tude of' 
~oster homes. 
Glickman presents ~our groupings of attitudes o~ parents 
and evaluates them in relation to the need for placement and 
the implications for treatment thereafter. 18 
The ~irst group of parents presents no question as to 
whether or not placement should be made. This group consists 
of parents who are criminal, alcoholic, or psychotic. In 
17. Mary E. Flanagan, "The Meaning o~ parents to the 
Placed Child, 11 Child Welfare, 36:13, April, 1957. 
18. Esther Glickman, "Treatment of the Child and his 
Family After Placement," Casework Papers, p . ~-5• 
these situations , it seems impossible for a child to salvage 
enough strength to be able to function socially later in his 
life. Placement in most such instances, then, is indicated . 
Then there is a second group of parents vJhose mental 
health equ.ilibrium is maintained by deriving se.tisfactions 
from their children, without giving back enough to outweigh 
their dependency upon them. An example of this is a mother 
who lives wi th her child in a close emotional and mental union 
to such an extent that the child cannot emerge to reality. 
In other words, the child exists for the motherts own needs. 
The fathers in this group are usually indifferent or inef-
fectual. In such instances, placement is highly dangerous 
and is theoretically not advisable as a treatment measure for 
the psychotic child gives up even his tenuous hold on reality 
when separated from his mother. 
A third group consists of the highly narcissistic, i mma-
ture parents who give up their children to foster placement 
but a re really unwilling to release them to another set of 
parents. This ~roup of parents were deprived in their child-
hood and were unable to handle their own early deprivat ions . 
Their conflicts have been shown to be not modifiable by case-
work or psychiatric treatment. Hence placement would seem 
unavoidable in this kind of parent-child relationship .. If 
i t does no t t a' _e place , the children will be neglected and 
used as pawns in meeting the parentst narci ssist ic needs. 
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The last group of parents to be considered are those who 
mai ntain a kind of neurotic equilibriu..m in the relationship 
which creates an atmosphere conducive to the child ' s emotional 
s.nd mental growth but in which the equilibrium breaks dO\vn . 
As a r esult of internal confl i cts , these parents are near the 
poin t of emoti onal eL~austion. When this occurs, the parent 
often sees the child as the cause of h is problems, a.nd, 
t he refore, tries placement as a solution. 
Th e Role of the Wor ker in Placement 
Th e procedures at the time of placement are of utmost 
i mportance and must be followed through caref~ully. The ac-
cepted chi l d placing procedures are introduction to the 
worker, the pre-placement visit, and the help the parent 
give s the child for placement. The worker has the responsi-
bili ty to answer the child's que stior:s regarding why he is 
being placed, why he cannot be with his parents and 1r1hat are 
f oster parents. 
The worker has responsibility for h elping not only the 
child but h i s parents as well. With reference to this Marie 
O' Connell says: 
Only as we can free the parent to express his feelings 
are we able to begin to help him. This freedom of 
express ion can only come about as the parent feels 
himself accepted as a person. As we work with parents 
we must be continually examining our own attitude s 
towards them, for our own unresolved feelings about 
parents can seriously handicap us. I n child welfare, 
a s in no other field, can our own problems s tem~ing 
back to our own early relationships rise up to smite 
27. 
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us. 
One of the most important aspects of the worker's role 
then is in help:i.ng the parent with what to expect in place-
ment, that is to prepare him for this experience which is so 
crucial to him as well as to his child. If the worker is 
able to prepare the parent adequately, the shock or impact 
of placement is cushioned. Furthermore, the success or f ail-
ure of placement, insofar as the parent is concerned, lies 
in t he worker's ability to handle the conflict of the parent 
and his fears about the reality of placement. 
When a parent requests help with the placement of his 
child, he is saying that at this time, for him, this would be 
the solution to his problem. The parent may earnestly seek 
help for his own conflicts even though he may be unable or 
not ready to release his child to an agency or even share his 
responsibility for the well being of his child. He may come 
with li ttle understanding of how, when, and on what terms the 
agency can help . It is in consideration of these conditions 
of placement that the parent and the agency first become 
related. 
As time elapses and the worker and parent plan for the 
material needs of the child, the parent wil1 slowly begin to 
visualize the need for sharing his responsibility with the 
19. Marie O'Connell, Foster Home Services to Chil-
dren, p. 2. 
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worker in the planning for his child. It is a necessity that 
the worker consistently reassure the parent that the child 
belongs to him and the agency will only provide cs.l·e as he 
requests i t•-. 
The worker should focus the initial step toward place-
ment on the needs of the parent in order that he may be helped 
to understand the meaning of placement and the terms under 
which the agency can provide car~. A continuous, harmonious 
relationship between the worker and the parent is desired but 
not always attained. Until very recently a constructive re-
lationship never had much opportunity to develop due to the 
fact that contacts with parents were kept at a minimum. As 
a result, a negative and hostile relationship developed 
between the worker and parent. The worker very seldom tried 
to involve the pa1•ent in relationships for diagnostic and 
treatment purposes. However, today contacts with the parents 
are felt to be an absolute necessity. 
The dual role of the worker, that of parent and thera-
pist, has contributed to the creation of positive and mean-
ingful relationships with the parent, which has been profit-
able, when the therapeutic benefits to the parent and child 
are considered. The nature of parental disturbance makes 
this role advisable and appropriate in situs.tions where 
parents ar e not too heavily defended. 
A total diagnostic picture formulated as early as possi-
ble helps determine the goal of treatment, regardless of the 
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plan for the child. Acceptance of the parent's need to place 
his child is the primary step in alleviation of the parent's 
guilt. Responsibility for the child , however, in accordance 
with the parent's capacity should be placed upon him, both 
t o alleviate his guilt and to avoid easy disposal of t h e 
guilt which has been aroused. The worker must try to help 
both the parent and child in a constructive manner even when 
the diagnosis indicates that the responsibility for the 
child's care should be removed from the parent. 
Work with the parent should be center·ed around helping 
him with the problems that made placement mandatory, and the 
use of community resources when appropriate. In order to 
help the parent plan for his child, and to prevent an indefi-
nite pruposeless placement the aim is the parent's better 
understanding of his child and insight about his own feelings 
for him. 
Marie O'Connell further adds to thi s : 
We wil l need to understand and respect the parent's 
defenses and, if possible, help him to lower them. 
Only a s he can share his feelings with us can we 
help him. we must understand hi s behavior, his real 
reasons for not visiting or supporting his child. 
We try to understand his inner and outer pressures, 
his environmental as well as his emotional needs. 
Our respect for him as a person, for his rights as 
a 'parent, and our support, can strengthen his self-
esteem ~d often help him become a more adequate 
parent. 
20. Ibid., P• 4. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CF~-RACTERISTICS OF THE PARENTS AND CHI LDREN 
Ess ential to an understanding of this study are data 
regarding the twenty parents and their adolescent children. 
This chapter will consider the characteris tics of these 
parents and children. 
Ages of the Natural Parents and Their Chi ldren 
The ages of the natural parents at the time of the re-
ferral to the agency are set forth in Table I. Of the twenty 
sets of parents under consideration, the ages of nineteen 
mothers and sixteen fathers were known. 
TABLE I. 
AGE OF THE NATURAL PARENTS 
Age Father Mother 
30-34 years 1 3 
35-39 years 2 2 
40-44 years 2 6 
45-49 years t 5 50-54 years 1 55- 3 2 
Unknown 4 1 
Total 20 20 
Over half of the mothers were between the ages of forty 
and fifty . Their a ges correspond to the often difficult 
period of menopause, during which it is felt that emotional 
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factors play a larger role than the actual physiological 
changes. If the mother-child relationship in the past was 
poor, during this period when menopause is being experienced , 
it would seem that these mothers might be less able to cope 
with the problems of their adolescent children. 
In this study, six of the natural fathers were not in 
the home, and in another case the mother was not married. 
Consequently, the ages of natural fathers do not show the age 
picture for fathers actually in the home . 
With respect to the children in the study, seven were 
boys and thirteen were girls. There were twice as many girls 
as boys po ssibly due to the fact that the boys' acting out 
results in a charge initiated by the police as in the case of 
stealing, rather than by the parent. The ages of all of them 
were known . The largest age group was of those fourteen 
through fifteen years old. There were four each in the 
twelve through thirteen year old group, and sixteen through 
seventeen year old. 
TABLE II. 
AGE AND SEX OF CHILDREN AT THE TIME OF THE REFERRAL 
Age 
12-13 years 
lh-lr:; years 
16-17 years 
Total 
Boys 
4 
2 
1 
7 
Girls 
0 
10 
3 
13 
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Marital status and Family Composition 
Table III presents the mari te.l status of the mother at 
the time of the referral. 
TABLE III. 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE MOTHER AT THE TIME OF REFERRAL 
:rvrarital Status 
one marriage, living with husband 
One marriage , not living with husband 
Two marriages, living with 2nd husband 
Two marriages, not living with 2nd husband 
Unmarri ed 
Total 
Number 
7 
3 
5 
3 
1 
19 
Twelve of the mothers in this study ·were married at the 
time of the referral with three of them separated and three 
divorced. One mother was deceased and her husband had re-
married. This mother is the only step-mother in the group. 
Also included i s one unmarried mother. 
With respect to the length of marriage of this group of 
twelve married mothers, four had been married between twenty 
through twenty-four years and there were two each in the 
categories ten through fourteen years, and fifteen through 
nineteen years. 
Eight of the mothers were previously married, five of 
whom v.rere presently living with their second husbands. The 
l ength of the second marriages in four cases was more than 
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ten years . The remaining mother had remarried i n 1951 . 
Six mothers 1.vere not living with their husbands at the 
time of the referral . Of the three mothers who were married 
once, one was separated and two were divorced. One mother 
terminated her second marriage by divorce and two by separ-
a.tion. 
Only eight of the natural fathers , or 40 per cent of the 
group, were living with their children at the time of their 
referral to Boston Children ' s Service Associa tion. The 
picture of the marital sts.tus of the remaining t\.1elve fathers 
is as unstable as that presented by the mothers. This points 
t o the fact that there is a close association between the 
amount of instability in the family situation and the con-
flicts of the children in these famil:tes. 
TABLE IV. 
LIVING ARRANGENENTS OF THE ADOLESCENT AT TIME OF REFERRAL 
Living i.rli th 
Mother and father 
Mother only 
Mother and stepfather 
Mother and maternal grandmother 
Mother and maternal aunt 
Father and stepmother 
Total 
Number of Adolescents 
7 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
20 
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It is interesting to note from Table IV that only seven 
of the adolescent children were living in their own complete 
parentEd family. The next largest numbers were those ado-
lescent children living with the mother only (five) or in 
home situations with a natural parent and step-parent (five). 
The position of the child in the family is set forth in 
Table v. 
TABLE V. 
THE ORDINAL POSITION OF THE ADOLESCENT IN THE FAMILY 
Position of the Adolescent 
Oldest 
Middle of three 
Middle of more than three 
Youngest 
Only child 
To t al 
Number 
7 
3 
3 
5 
2 
20 
Table V shows that the adolescent child referred by the 
court 1o~as most often, in 35 per cent of the cases, the oldest 
in the family. Of the seven who were in this group, there 
were three cases in which there were two younger siblings, 
with two of one younger sibling and one each of the follow-
ing: nine younger and three younger. Three adolescents were 
the middle child of three. The middle children in families 
of more than three children occurred in the following sibling 
groups : three older-three younger; three older-two younger; 
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two older-two younger. In 25 per cent of the cases the ado-
lescent child was the youngest in the family. The breakdown 
of these cases are: two in which there were three older; two 
where there were two older; and one with one older sibling. 
Religion and Nationality Backgrounds of Parents and Children 
The religious and cult11ral factors are important in this 
study as they provide the background of the natural parents 
and the children. In all of the cases the religion of the 
parents was known. Of these, eleven were both Protestant, 
five catholic, and four of mixed religions, for example, one 
parent catholic and the other Protestant. However, a review 
of the case records revealed little about the role of re-
ligion in the lives of the parents. 
As was the situation with the parents, the religion of 
all of the adolescent children was known, with the largest 
group in the Protestant faith. There is some discrepancy in 
the number of Children of the Protestant and Catholic re-
ligions, as compared with the parent group. However, it is 
interesting to note that in the four situations in which the 
parents were of mixed religions, the child was reared in the 
religion of his or her mother. We have, therefore, thirteen 
Protestant children and seven of the catholic faith. 
All of the parents were caucasian. Their nationality 
was considered on the basis of the following: if the parent 
was born in the United States, he was considered to be 
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American; if he was born in a foreign country, the nationali-
ty of that country was considered to be his nationality. 
Eight of the parents were not born in the Uni ted states • 
Three were born in sweden, two in the provinces of canada 
and one each in Germany, Italy and Denmark . The remaining 
thirty-two parents were born in the United state s , and hence 
considered t o be American. 
Two children were born of parents who were not American, 
with four other adolescents having one parent foreign born. 
There were fourteen children born of parents who were both 
American. 
Educati on of Parents and Children 
Of the twenty natural fathers considered in the study, 
twelve completed high school, two fathers received college 
degrees, and the remaining six did not complete high school. 
Eight natural mothers completed high school, and twelve 
mothers did not. One mother, who fell within the group who 
did not complete high school, did take additional cours es in 
physiotherapy. From these facts, it is observable that the 
fathers were better educated than their spouses. 
Three children were in the grammar grades (four through 
six), ten children were in Junior High School (grade s seven 
thr ough nine ) at the time of referral with six children in 
High School (grades ten through twelve). The educational 
level of only one child was Qnknown. Since all of the ado-
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lescent children in the study were in school, no comparisons 
can be made regarding the completed education between the 
parents and their adolescent children • 
Occupation of the Parents 
The writer feels that the occupation of the mother has 
particular bearing on the problem under investigation as the 
employed mother of necessity would be out of the home more 
often, depriving the adolescent child of her supervision. 
Eleven of the mothers were employed. Of the remaining numbe~ 
six were at home supported by their husbands, two were sup-
ported through Aid to Dependent Children, and one by a Navy 
Pension. 
Of the eleven mothers who were employed outside of the 
home, there were four each employed as waitresses and nurses 
with one each as factory worker, clerk, and laundry worker. 
Eight of the mothers were employed during hours when their 
adolescent children would require supervision, and their 
occupations were those of waitress and nurse attendant. 
There -~rere seven situations as stated previously in 
which there was no father figure in the home at the time of 
the referral. Of the remaining thirteen, the largest single 
group was factory workers, of which there were three; the 
second largest groups were business proprietors, mechanics 
and janitors with two each. There was one lawyer in the 
group, a special police officer, a painter, and a laundry 
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salesman. 
T e Adolescent's I n t elligence Quotient 
The I.Q.' s in this s tudy ranged from eighty to 139. 
Seventeen of the children scored r. Q.'s between e ighty and 
119, with half' of the study group within the "normal" range 
of intelligence. The fact that there are no mental or border-
line defectives in the group is not as significant as it 
might seem, since it is the policy of Boston Children 's Serv-
ice Association not to accept children with an I.Q. of less 
than eighty-five unless a Child Guidanc Clinic f e els that 
the agency can do something constructive for the child . 
TABLE VI. 
I.Q.'S OF THE ADOLESCENTS 
r. Q. category Numb er 
13-0-139 Super:tor 1 
120-129 Superior 0 
110-119 High Average ~ 100-109 Normal 
90- 99 Normal 4 
80- 89 Low Normal 2 
Unknown 2 
Total 20 
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CHAPTER V 
THE COURT REFERRAL 
The characteristics of parents and children dis cussed 
in the preceding chapter presented the background for t he 
court referral which is under consideration in this chapter. 
The Complaint to the Court 
The mother filed fifteen of the twenty stubborn child 
complaints in the courts. It is interesting to note that in 
six of these cases the natural father was not in the home and 
in one the mother had nevel" married. In the remaining eight 
sltuations, there were three natural fathers and five step-
father s in the home. There vJ'Ould therefore appear to be some 
association between the mother's marital status and the 
parent who filed the complaint. There does not appear to be 
any as sociation between the person filing the complaint and 
the sex of the child. In the fifteen situations in which the 
mother was the complainant , nine of the children were girls 
and six were boys. This would be anticipated in view of the 
fact that there are more girls in the study than boys. 
Of the five situations in which the mother was not the 
complainant , there were two cases in which both of the 
parents filed the complaint against their adolescent daugh-
ters. One of these was initiated by the adolescent's father 
and stepmother . In the other• three cases, only the father 
initiated the acti on although the mother was living in the 
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home . Of these three, two were girls and one was a boy. 
The Presenting Problem as Seen by the Parent 
The problems as stated by the parent are presented in 
the following table. 
TABLE VII. 
PRESENTING PROBLEM AS SEEN BY THE PARENT 
Problem 
Running away 
Late hours 
Discipline 
Pregnancy 
Stealing 
Drinking 
Affairs with men 
Lying 
Promiscuity 
Bad companions 
Suicidal threat 
Number 
8 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
The total is no t given in Table VII because more than 
one problem may occur in the same case. For example, the 
mother may have complained about the child's lying, stealing 
and running away. As the table indicates, the largest single 
problem was running away. This is possibly becaus e runa\'rays 
come to the attention of the police which forces the parent 
to ta.ke action. 
The Problem as Viewed by the Cou~t 
I n the twenty cases under study, all of the children 
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were seen by a court psychiatrist for complete evaluation. 
I t was found that a poor parent-child relationship existed 
in all of them. However, the psychiatric reports also indi-
cated some of the underlying emotional problems. The reader 
should bear in mind, however, that due to the complexity of 
the data only the general problems will be mentioned. 
I n most cases, the primary problem seemed to be one of 
the child ' s acting out his feelings engendered by the home 
situation, which were complicated by his own adolescent 
strivings. carol (Case No . 3 presented in Chapte r VII) was 
in mid-adolescence with many strivings and conflicting feel-
ings. Her reunion with her father after his remarriage made 
for considerable difficulty from which she ran away. By her 
identification wlth her natural mother, she both punished 
her father and secured his attention which she desired so 
strongly . 
Another important underlying problem was that of the 
parent who had not resolved his own earlier conflicts and 
hence was not able to help his child in adolescence. 
Beverly's parents (Case No . 2) were not able to offer sensi-
ble controls at home and had given up the idea of trying. 
Neither parent had resolved his own adolescent conflicts and 
were beset with fears which confused them in connection with 
adolescent children and their interests. 
In those situations in which a natural parent had re-
marri ed, the child was often identified with the spouse of 
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the former marriage. This was demonstrated in the case of 
Gilda (Case No. 7) whose mother always presented a negative 
attitude toward her, felt herself deprived and was indiffer-
ent to-v1ard the plan for placement. 
The influence of the maternal grandparent in the home 
also was the source of difficulty in a few family situations, 
as was the situation with Donald (Case No. 4). The psychia-
trist felt he was unloved, rejected, confused, dependent and 
immature. His delinquencies were seen to be an acting out of 
the hostility engendered by his treatment at home, where he 
was in the middle of a conflict between his mother and grand-
mother. 
Three of the adolescent children suffered from primary 
behavior disorders. Psychiatric evaluation of Frank (Case 
No. 5) indicated that he suffered from a primary behavior 
disorder with many neurotic manifestations. His anxiety con-
cerning his feelings of rejection and hostility he acted out, 
and in view of this, placement where individual and group 
treatment could be received was recommended. 
parents ' Expectations of Court Action 
An analysis of the data on the case s chedules with refer-
ence to the parents ' expectations of court action revealed 
that some saw the court as punishment while others requested 
only advice or placement. Definitions of these analysis 
categories follow: 
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1. punishment - parents who wish to threaten or fright-
en the child through the authority of the court or commitment 
to a training school or actual corporal punishment. The ob-
jective is to make the child behave and obey. 
2. .Advice - parents who are unable to handle, cope with 
or solve the problem of their adolescent child and who seek 
the wisdom of the court to determine for them what to do with 
him. 
3. Placement - parents who are unable to request place-
ment directly, but who hope the court will remove their child 
from the home and place him or her in a foster home, schoe~ 
or institution. 
In eight cases the parents saw the court as an authori-
tative agency , six requested advice, while the remaining six 
actually were desirous of the placement of their children 
avray from home. 
The case of Frank (case No. 5 presented in Chapter VII) 
is illustrative of a child whos e parents sought the assist-
ance of the court to threaten him and make him conforn1 to the 
father's demands. Further indication is given of this when 
the mother stated that she would have the court "put him away 
if he fails to obey." 
Gilda's mother (Case No. 7) on the other hand, on two 
occasions requested advice from the court s ince her daughter 
had been stealing and lying from an early age. She sought 
the advice of the court due to her inability to cope with 
r 
Gilda's problems . Due to her own inadequacy, she was iner-
fective in planning for her daughter and wanted the court to 
assume this res onsibility for her . 
Beverly 's parents {case No. 3), however, definitely en-
visioned placement prior to their filing of the stubborn 
child complaint. unable to initiate the placement request 
directly they asked the court to use its authority to remove 
Beverly from their home. 
CHAPTER VI 
PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS AND 
ATTITUDES TOWARD PLACE!~ENT 
Chapter VI is concerned with the attitudes or the parenm 
and children toward each other and toward the placement plan. 
The role or the worker in the initial placement process ~rill 
also be given consideration . 
Table VIII presents the attitudes or the natural parents 
t oward their adolescent children. A positive attitude de-
scribes those situati ons in which the parent saw the child 
as a child who was in need or their help, understanding and 
love. Those parents who s e attitudes were negative were 
overtly rejecting or their children, unable to tolerate them 
or their behavior . Parents who assumed a dominanting or 
overpro tective attitude toward their children were also 
classiried as having negative atti t udes . Ambivalent was n sed 
t o desc r- l be t hos e s ituations where the parent expressed feel-
ings of both love and hate to~rard their child. Those situ-
ations ~-vhere th e attitude or the parent could not be deter-
mined were classified as unknown. 
Since the fathers were not in the home in seven cases, 
the attitudes of only thirteen rathers i.vere known. There -
rore, it is dlfficult to make any significant conclusions. 
Of' these thirteen f'athers, seven fell within the negative 
category while four were within the ambivalent group. only 
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two fathers ssM the child positively. 
TABLE VIII. 
PARENTAL ATTITtmES 
Parental Attitude Fa ther l·1other 
Positive 2 1 
Ne gative 7 12 
p_mbi val ent 4 6 
Unknown 7 1 
Total 20 20 
In contrast, twelve mothers fel l within t he negative 
grouping and six were in the ambivalent group. Nineteen 
parents, or 47.5 per cent of the group , then, had negative 
attitudes toward their children. 
Ada (case No. 1 presented in Chapter VII) is an example 
of a child whose mo ther had a negative attitude toward her. 
I n fact, she was rejected prior to her birth, in that the 
mother was not desirous of becoming pregnant. This feeling 
was intensified by t he fact that the mothel" identified Ada 
with her natural father and handled her feelings of guilt by 
an overprotective attitude. 
The relationship of Frank to his mother (Case No . 5) was 
an ambivalent one, whereas his fa ther's attitude was defi-
nitely negative . His mother threatened to put h i m away on 
t h e one hand , while on the other she gave in to him and 
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suggested that his s iblings do likewise. Hi s f ather was un-
happy that Frank wa s not the genius he had hoped and constant-
ly striven to make him. This situation, theref'ore, illus-
tl'ates both ambivalent and negative attitudes. 
The attitudes of the children have been classified in 
the same manner, that is according to whether the attitude is 
positive, negative , ambivalent or unknown. Positive was used 
to descr•i be those s ituations where the child was fond of his 
parents and saw them as warm and accepting people. Negative 
described those cases where the child expressed feelings of 
hostility toward his parents whom he felt did not treat him 
fairly, rejected him or were too controlling. Ambivalence 
was used to describe those situations where the child ex-
pressed both feelings of love and hate toward his parents. 
Unknown includes those cases where the child 's attitude s 
toward h is parents could not be determined from the case ma-
terial. The attitudes of the child toward trematural parents 
are considered in the following table. 
TABLE IX. 
ATTITUDES OF THE ADOLESCENTS TOWARD THEIR P~~ENTS 
Attitude of the Adolescent Father Mother 
Positive 5 0 
Negative 11 14 
Ambivalent 1 5 
Unknown 3 1 
. Total 20 20 
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As shown in Table IX, fourteen of the twenty children 
expressed negative atti tudes toward their mothers and eleven 
of the seventeen where the attitudes were known expressed 
negative attitudes toward their fathers. In most cases the 
child felt tha·t his parents rejected him, :favored other chil-
dren in the family and treated him too much like a "child." 
All of the twelve cases in which the mother had a negative 
attitude toward the child are included in the fourteen cases 
in which the child had a negative attitude toward the mother. 
This clearly represents a poor parent-child relationship. 
Attitudes Tm~..rard Placement 
As indicated in Chapter III, parents and children react 
to placement in various ways. Parents may be accepting, 
indifferent, ambivalent or rejecting. An accepting attitude 
is defined as one in which the parent felt that placement 
1/ITas the best plan for his child. A parent who is unconcerned 
with any planning for his child is indifferent. An ambiva-
lent attitude was used for those parents who were vacillating 
between a recognition of the need for placement and their 
denial of it, and finally those parents who were unable to 
see the need for placement at all were classified as reject-
ing. 
Table X presents the attitudes of the parents presently 
in the home at the time of referral, toward the placement of 
their adole s cent children. 
t 
TABLE X. 
ATTITUDES OF THE PARENT TOV<JARD PLACEMENT 
Parental Attitude Father Mother 
Acceptance 5 10 
Indifference 1 1 
Ambivalence 2 5 
Rejection 2 4 
Unknown 3 0 
Total 13 20 
Fifteen of the parents, or 37.5 per cent, were accepting 
o.f placement. I n the case of the mothers, five were ambiva-
lent and four rejecting . Only two of the fathers were am-
bivalent and two rejecting of placement. There was one 
indifferent parent of each sex. 
As previously cited by the writer, only thirteen fathers 
were in the home at the time of the study. It is interesting 
t o note that in three situations the attitudes of the fathers 
could not be determined from the case record and were classi-
fled as unknown. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the 
mother participated more in the planning for her child than 
did the father. 
The adolescent's attitude toward placement is presented 
in Table XI. Acceptance for purposes of this table is de-
fined as ·t;hos e situations in which the adolescent asked for 
placement. I ndifference has been defined as the child's lack 
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of concern as to what plan was made for him. If the adoles-
cent was torn between wanting removal from his home and a de-
sire to return home, these attitudes were categorized as 
ambivalent. I n those situations where the adolescent defi-
nitely stated he didn ' t want to leave his home, the attitude 
was classified as re jecting . 
TABLE XI. 
ATTITUDE OF THE ADOLESCENTS TOWARD PLACm1ENT 
Attitude 
Accepting 
Indifferent 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
Total 
Number 
9 
1 
6 
4 
20 
It is interesting to note that nine of the adolescent 
children expressed a favorable attitude toward placement. 
The second largest number fall within the ambivalent cate-
gory . This attitude also ranked second in the attitudes of 
parents to the placement plan. 
Since there appeared to be comparable numbers of ac-
cepting and ambivalent parents and children, it was felt by 
the writer that it would be interesting to determine whether 
the attitudes were the same on the part of both parent and 
child in these cases. Table s XII and XIII show the extent 
to which the attitudes of parent and child coincided. 
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TABLE XII . 
ATTITUDES OF _!OTHER AND CHILD TOWARD PLACEMENT 
Attitude of 
:rvrother 
Accepting 
I nd fferent 
Ambivalent 
Rej ecting 
Attitude of Child 
Accepting I ndifferent Ambivalent Rejecting 
,..., 1 2 2 :J 
1 
2 1 2 
2 2 
With reference to Table XII, there were five situations 
in vJhich both mother and child had an accepting attitude 
t oward placement , and one situation in which there was an 
ambival ent atti tude on the part of both. I n the remaining 
fourteen, the atti tude s of mothe r and child did not coi nc ide. 
TABLE XI I I. 
ATTITUDES OF FATHER AND CHILD TOWARD PLACEHENT 
Attitude of 
Fath er 
ccepting 
Indifferent 
Ambival en t 
Rejecti ng 
Attitude of Child 
Accepting I ndifferent Ambivalent Rejecting 
2 1 1 1 
1 
1 1 
2 
Of the ten fathers whose attitudes were known, two were 
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acceptin~ as were their children and one f a ther and child 
were ambivalent. There were two in t he re j ecting -acce~ting 
group. F r om these data it appears that the attitudes of the 
parent and child toward placement do not coincide in mos t 
c ases . 
The Role o f t h e Parent in the I n i t ial Placement Process 
curren t thinking in the f ield of Child Welfare relative 
to t he need for more parent parti c ipation is concerned ~ot i th 
the prepar ation which t he parent g i ves to h i s child . I t is 
f elt that the mOi."' e he is prepared for placement the better 
his ad j us t ment to foster care . Oftentimes the p ar ent is un-
able to give such preparation to his child due to his own 
feelings about p lacement, and it is in thi s area that the 
social worker renders service . Chil d plac ing agencie s in 
their efforts to invol ve the parents more have a rranged for 
pre-placement visits by the parent to the child ' s new environ-
ment . 
Of the t ota l g roup of' for ty parents under consideration 
in thi s study, t we l v e parents participated in t he pre-place-
ment process. Of these twelve, nine were mothers and three 
were fathers. Of' the eleven mothers who d id not participate, 
t he da ta did not indicate any associat i on between the employ-
ment an d marital status of' the mother and her partie pation 
in the pre-placement process. However, her attitude toward 
the adol escent and the p lacement plan d id appe ar to have some 
, 
bearing on her ability to partic ipate. Ten or these eleven 
mothers who did no t parti cipate we r e rejecting of t heir chil-
dren , and one mother was ambivalent. The a ttitude toward t he 
placement plan of these ten rejecting mo t hers was accepting 
in seven situations , and t here was one each in the re j ecting, 
indifferent a nd ambivalent categories. The mother who was 
ambivalent t oward her child was accepting of the plan for 
p l acement. 
As stated previously by the writer, three fathers par-
ticipated in the pre-placement process. Seven or the natural 
f athers were not in the home a t the time of the referral . 
Therefore, the attitudes of the remaining ten parents will be 
discussed . Of these ten fathers , Table X points out that the 
atti tudes of three fathers toward the plan for placement were 
not known, h ence their ability to participate in the pre-
pls.cement process cannot be evaluated. Four of the five 
fathers who had negative attitudes toward their children were 
accepting of the plan for placemen t and one was rejectin_g. 
Two fa thers were ambivalent toward their child and one was 
indifferent toward the plan for placement while the other was 
a.mbi valent. 
Fr om what has been s a id with respect t o the attitude or 
t he parent toward the child and the placement plan , it woul d 
appear that in most instances the parents ' guilt and fe elings 
of inadequacy interfered with their ability to par t icipate 
i n the pre -placement process and in helpi ng their child to 
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bet t er accept foster care. 
In all of the situations, the parents were acquainted 
by t h e social worker with the type of placement for their 
child and arrangements were made for them to visit in the new 
envirorunent. 
ss. 
CHAPTRR V 
PRESENTATION OF THE CASES 
The preceding chapter presented the findings of this 
study i n relation to parent-child relations and attitudes 
toward placement. This chapter will illustrate more fully 
the fa c tors invo lved in these attitudes toward placement 1 
the reaction to separation, and preparation f or placement. 
The wri t er will present seven case sumn1aries which 
illustrate t he four types of parental attitude s toward place-
ment in which the twenty cases considered in this study have 
, been classified. Two cases will be presented in each of the 
following categories: accepting, ambivalent and rejecting. 
Only one case of an indifferent attitude on the part of the 
parent toward placement will be presented. 
An accepting attitude is demonstrated in cases No. 1 
and 2, whereas an ambivalent attitude on the part of the 
parents is found in cases No. 3 and 4· cases No. 5 and 6 
deal with the rejecting attitude and case No. 7 shows the 
indifferent attitude of the parent toward placement. 
In cases No. 2, 3, and 5, the attitudes of both parents 
~ 
1 will be g iven consideration. Only the attitudes of the 
. 
mother are presented tn cases No. 1, 4, 6 and 7 as two of the 
natural f athers were not in the home and the attitudes of 
the remaining two fathers were not known. 
The cases contained in this chapter were selected on 
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the following basis: 1) dictation was up to date, giviv~ 
current history and adjustment; 2) family history was known; 
and 3) the cases gave full data on the questions asked in 
this study. 
CASE NO. 1 
ADA 
Ada, a white Protestant girl, was born on 3/4/40. 
She was brought before the court on 4/15/56 and was 
charged with being a stubborn child. Her mother was 
the complainant. Mother based her complaint on the 
fact that Ada had dated older boys, particularly 
s.J. who according to mother had a poor reputation 
in the community. Mother tried to terminate these 
contacts but experienced difficulty in doing so. 
Prior to the court hearing, Ada ran away and was 
picked up the following morning with s.J. As a re-
sult of the court hearing, Judge B. continued the 
case until 5/6/56 and ordered that she be examined 
physically and be seen by the court psychiatrist. 
Ada had resided with her mother and stepfather, 
older sister, L. and younger half-sister. Hother 
born 4/5/13, worked three days a week in a nearby 
restaurant. Ada ' s natural father died on 12/6/45 of 
gastric ulcers. When Ada was two years old, mother 
and father separated. Later she divorced him on 
10/4/43 on the grounds of cruel treatment and exces-
sive drinking. On 11/4/~.5, mother married stepfather, 
born 10/1/06, who h ad never shown dislike for the chil-
dren but neither had he demonstrated any sincere inter-
est in them. stepfather maintained a rather indiffer-
ent attitude toward Ada, whereas she felt that he 
favored the other children in the home in preference 
to her. When mother was pregnant with Ada, she was 
not particularly desirous of having the child--this 
factor was intensified by the fact that Ada resembled 
and acted a great deal like f a ther. Both maternal 
grandmother and mother favored the older child, L. 
and consistently held her up to Ada as a model • 
Following the court recommendation, Dr. M. se.w 
Ada and described her as having difficulty with her 
' 
' 
own feelings in relation to mother. Her adolescent 
needs for independence and rebellion were intensified 
by her mother's devaluating attitude toward her and 
by virtue of the girl ' s unfortunate position in the 
mother's earlier unstable marital life. As a result 
of this, mother felt that she had sacrificed tremen-
dously for Ada who never appreciated it . It was felt 
by Dr. M. that emotional support was needed to prevent 
her from encountering more serious problems. Ada 
also needed the interest and guidance of meaningful 
adult figures. 
Ada was again brought before the court on 5/13/56 
as a runaway. According to mother she had been riding 
around the city with s . J. After the court hearing, 
the probation officer referred her to Children 's Aid 
on 5/18/56, for possible placement. Until Children 's 
Aid was able to formulate some plans for her, Ada was 
placed temporarily at the House of Good Shephard which 
is a temporary detention center . 
I n the agency 's contacts vJi th mother regarding 
possible placement plans for Ada, she appeared to be 
quite nervous, j erky and quick in her movements and 
t alked rather steadily and rapidly. Mother's under-
s tanding of the problem was that Ada was hard to 
manage and argumentative. She further stated that 
Ada h ad always been jealous of L. and on several 
occasions told mother that she hated her. ~1other was 
unable to understand Ada 's behavior and actions and 
continually repeated how much she had sacrificed for 
her but the latter never appreciated it. Mother 
con~ented that she was unable to accept the type of 
people Ada associated with and tried hard to help 
her in this area. She stated that once she opened 
Ada.' s mail in order that sh e might be aware of her 
friends. On one occasion she wrote to one of Ada's 
male friends and asked him not to wri te but later 
felt very guil ty about this. Iviother also stated that 
often she followed Ada when she went out in order to 
be sure that no one molested her. \Ali th regard to the 
role of the court, it was mother ' s expectation that 
court action would frighten her daught er and would 
make her more obedient. 
I n t ... _e interviev~ s t n a t f ollo· red, the worker 
offered her services primarily i n the area of mother's 
pun shing attitude toward her daughter and helped her 
to r ealize that Ada did have some r eal problems which 
needed a great deal of understanding. Ini tial]~ 
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mother had been unable to accept reality and denied 
her child had problems which required help. As a 
!'esul t of c sewwrk services, mother saw the need for 
placement and was very accepting of it. This was in 
contrast to earlier indications that mother would see 
placement as only a protection for Ada to cover her 
own feel ings. Since the agency had no contact with 
the stepfather, his attitude toward placement is not 
lcnown. 
Ada, through the worker 's support and mother 's 
he p, saw placement as the best plan for her and ex-
'pres s ed considerable anxiousness to be placed. Mother 
1r1as active in bhe preparations for placement and on 
7/15/56 Ada was removed from the House of Good Shep-
hard and placed at T. camp, a placement which was ex -
pected to last until the middle of September. Her 
ad justment was good during the initial month of place-
ment. She experienced some difficulty in her peer 
relationships but the counselor was able to handle 
it . Mother visited regularly 1--vhile Ada ~-vas in place-
ment a nd was seen by the social worker for weekly 
interviet-Is. By the end of the first month of' place-
ment, the recording indicated some change in mother's 
attitude tows.rd Ada, with the goal tmvard the develop-
ment of further insigh·t;. 
Interpretation 
In this situation, ther e was evidence of a poor parent-
-
child relationship with a mother who tvas overprotective and 
basically rejecting of Ada. The stepfather's indifference, 
the loss of the natural father at age two and the maternal 
grandmother 's favoritism of the older child fur•ther intensi-
fied Ada ' s feelings of rejection and inadequacy as a daughter. 
Ada was a typical adoles cent 'lriho struggled for emancipation 
and yet wanted the love of her earlier deprived childhood. 
She retaliated against her rejecting mother by acting out her 
hostility i n rtmning a\vay. 
Al though denial operated in the mother, she saw placement 
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as punishi~g Ada for her earlier ~happy · marital life. Her 
feeling s r egarding placement were eventually modified through 
c asework services and she saw it as hel ping her adolescent 
child . The mother's participation in the pre-placement 
pr ocess made it easier for Ada to accept placement and t here -
by adjust. 
CASE NO. 2 
BEVERLY 
Beverly, a white Protestant girl, born 9/26/39, 
was referred to the Children's Aid Association on 
9/4/55 for placement away from home. Father filed a 
stubborn child complaint on 8/29/55 and told the 
court that Beverly was very hard to manage and dis-
obeyed adoptive parents consistently . Father told 
the court that he was hopeful that a recommendation 
for hi s daughter 's placement a~my from home would be 
made, as she would soon realize the advantages she 
had been given in their home and behave as she should. 
Father blamed the child's behavior on poor heredity 
and stated that insanity and mental retardation ex-
is t ed in the family background. Beverly's adoption 
Has effected with considerable reluctance by her 
maternal aunt and uncle. According to adoptive 
mother, the natural mother tried to abort her preg• 
nancy with Beverly. The adoptive parents' awareness 
of Beverly's familial history was an obstacle to their 
acceptance of her, and whenever she behaved in a 
manner which did not meet the ir approval, they attribu-
ted her behavior to her background. Beverly came to 
her adoptive parents at a time when their finances 
were poor and they were forced to sell a rooming 
house to meet their obligations . At about the same 
time, the adoptive parents lost an infant son and 
were Qnable to give Beverly the affection which was 
his. 
Dr . K., p sychiatrist, felt that a situational 
change would be to Beverly's and adoptive parents' 
advantage. Although B. was only naively interested 
in boys it was considered that she possibly would be-
come a sex delinquent if not protected. In line with 
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Beverly's difficulty, the psych iatrist commented that 
the adoptive parents were not able to ofrer sensible 
controls at home and had given up the idea of trying. 
Neither parent had resolved his own adolescent con-
fl i cts and they were beset with fears which confused 
t hem in connection with young people and their inter-
es ts. Because of the parents' guilt over their feel-
ings regarding their adoptive daughter they tended 
to give in to her and pampered her so that. she was 
ill -prepared to learn what she needed to know in re-
lation to boys. The psychiatrist felt also that 
Beverly was well organized in certain areas such as 
her good school work. There was no evidence of neuro-
logical or medical difficulties. Beverly was very 
upset when she learned about her origin and experi-
enced difficulty in identifying with adoptive mother 
whom she considered disagreeable and unpleasant. She 
demonstrated a great dea l of hostility tov1ard her 
parents and always held the upper hand in any argu-
ment. 
In the agency's contact with adoptive mother re-
garding placement she appeared to b e a person "l<Vho 
tried hard at everything desired but constantly me't 
with frustrations and failures. She spoke to the 
-v1ork e r about Beverly's poor behavior and of her feel-
ing t h at nothing could change B. Mother feared that 
Beverly would be sexually ass aulted and possibly 
made pregnant. I·1o ther stated that she talked a gr es. t 
deal t o Beverly in this area but she only laughed 
and told mother she was old fashioned. Mother want 
on to s ay that she sacrificed all for Beverly, yet 
she did not appreciate it but only disrespected he r 
authority. :Hother felt placement was the best possi-
ble plan in that it would teach her to respect her 
elders. Mother was very pessimistic about the agen-
cy's ability to help Beverly and that her adoptive 
daughter could not be changed. 
Father was also seen by the agency worker and 
stated that he never had been able to discipline 
Beverly since she was an adopted child. He felt if 
she wasn't an adoptive child "he would have walloped 
her•. " He told the worker he ·felt sorry for Beverly 
since she was sensitive when criticized. However, 
he tried to do the right thing which Beverly failed 
to appreciate. He stated he wanted placement i n 
order that he might have a little rest and quiet. 
Both parents thought that placement for Beverly 
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was the only plan and it should be done quickly. The 
parents consistently expressed the feeling that they 
didn ' t care where she was placed as long as she left 
their home. At the worker's request, Beverly's par-
ents waited a fewweeks until a placement plan h ad 
been worked out. 
In the worker 's relationship with Beverly, it 
ir-Jas discovered that she had anticipated placement as 
a reform school for her bad behavior and was sur-
prised to find that she was to be plac ed at A. School, 
which was a boarding school. She felt she ·would f ind 
anything better than home and expressed considerable 
enthusiasm over the plan. 
On 11/15/55, Beverly was placed at A. School 
where her behavior and adjustment for the first month 
was fair. She threatened to run away on several 
occasions and found school extremely confining. Her 
parent s continued to display their rejection by re-
f using to visit their daughter. 
Worker attempted to involve mother in the situ-
ation but she refused to t alk about her feelings in 
an way. She placed the ·entire blame onto Beverly 
and her background and continued to be moralistic in 
her judgment. Mother was also resentful of the 
ma~ner in which children upset their parents' plans. 
She felt she had no obligation to change or to learn 
why B. -.-.ras away. l'IJ:other stressed the fact that either 
Beverly would behave then or she wouldn't. It would 
be enti r ely up to her to make good • 
Interpretation 
The assumption of an overprotective atti tude on the part 
of the adoptive parents and their inabili ty to offer sensible 
control s resulted in Beverly's acting out her hos t ility 
toward them. Due to the poor parent-child relationship in 
the l1ome, the situational change recommended by the psychia-
trist wight be expected to be advantageous to all concerned, 
~ and Beverly would adjust well in placement. 
However, dur i ng the initial month of placement, her 
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'• adjustment was only f air . This 'lrtas perhaps due to the fact 
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that her removal f rom the home had reactivated the earlier 
separation trauma experienced upon her placement away from 
her natural mother. The adoptive parents were able to accept 
placement more easily possibly due to their feelings of re-
j ection and their unishing attitude toward her. 
CASE NO. 3 
CAROL 
car ol, a white Protestant gil''l, born 1/1/4.0, v.ms 
brought before the court on a delinquency complaint 
by rea son of being a stubborn child. Father and steu -
mother were the complainants and testified that carol 
was impudent at home e.nd difficult to manage. Further, 
she h ad run away on two occasions. On 11/4./56, Carol 
1-.;as r eferred by the 'probation officer to Children 's 
Aid for possible placement. Both parents sought the 
h elp of the court with the hope that carol would be 
placed a1:1ay f rom horne. S teprnother saw placement a s 
r~ rot ec tion for carol .from f ath er , \.ihereas father saw 
it as prevent ing marital discor d. 
carol lived with her father, born 1/5/10, and 
her steprro t he r, born 12/25/12. carol's natural 
mother and :father v1ere marri ed on 4/9/39; however, 
fe.ther obtained a divorce on 2/26/46 on the grounds 
of adultery and r·eceiv ed custody o:f the childr-en. 
In 19.53, f a ther remar·ried. stepmother vias also previ-
ously marr ied and divorced in 1951 . carol had two 
s iblings by father's previous marriage but they never 
lived ltd th h im. 
r ior to the referr·a.l, car ol a t tended A. High 
Sch ool 1ooihe:r'e her marks were barely passing. She had 
a reading deficiency 1,ifhich made school somewhat diffi-
cult for her, although she presented no discipline 
problems. She was gi ven a psychometric i n the sixth 
grade and scored an r.Q. of 107. 
Father told the probation officer that he was 
d isgusted with c arol because she iias ungre.tef'ul and 
he was afraid that his marri age would be broken 
" 
" 
" 
becaus e of her. If a choice were to be made he would 
prefer stepmo t her. stepmother and c arol had a goo d 
relationship and she possessed a great deal of affec-
tion for her second mother. The latter blamed 
f ather's difficulty on his drinking and stated that 
he h ad beaten carol when drun_k because she rerninded 
him of' mother. carol disliked her father i n tensely. 
carol's problems began sometime ago when she and 
e.nother girl were pi cked up by three boys, one of 
\-Jhom supposedly had sexual intercovrse 1..ri th her. 
Follo.,Jing this episode, she ran away on two occasions 
s.nd was again picked up by the police. It vJas at 
this poin t that referral to the court and Childr•en's 
Ai d was made. At the time of the court hearing Carol 
was temporarily placed at the Youth Service Board 
Detention Center. 
Th e court psychiatrist felt carol was in mid-
adolescence ·Hi th many str·i vings and complicated feel-
ings . Her reunion with her father after h i s marriage 
made for considerable conflict from which carol was 
fleeing. Because of carol's many assets, :foster horne 
pla.cem.ent vJas recorrm1ended. 
In the e.gency' s contacts with the stepmother re-
garding placement:, she seemed to be sincerely inter-
ested in carol and said she had tried to do u-1hatever 
she felt was good for her. She h ad attempted to give 
carol 1-Iha t she lacked in her min childhood. Step-
mother was reassur ed in this area by the Harker. She 
shoirJ ed some hostility toward father in that he never 
tried to understand. She felt father's drinking was 
not only detrimental to Car·ol but also in her own 
relationship with father. She saw placement as the 
bes t possible plan for caro l in that she would be 
protec ted from father's explosive periods. As place-
ment plans u-1ere being formulated, stepmother expressed 
a good deal of ambivalence toward the plan for carol. 
stepmother felt at this point that . perhaps she could 
be supervised at home. However, when it was brought 
out t hat there would still be the problem of setting 
of controls, stepmother would see placement as the 
answer to t he family's problems. 
vJhen the worker spoke to father, he stated that 
he too was extremely interested in carol but he did 
not knov: how to handle her. He blame·d stepmother 
for g iving her too much of her o-vm 1,.~ay and further 
commented that he never demonstrated to carol any 
signs of' ou t -vmrd affection since stepmother felt that 
she wa s too old for this. He admit ted that he left 
the care of' carol pretty much up to stepmother and 
this i.·ms bad. Father denied any d r inking problems. 
E e saw placement as the only plan, for if Carol were 
to return home, it would upset his marital relation-
ship. Later as placement grew nearer, father ex-
pressed a considerable amount of ambivalence as to 
placement and his guilt became reinforced. 
On 1/15/57, Carol was placed at the foster home 
of: Mrs. K. She was frightened over this new situ-
ation but through the worker's support was able to 
handle i t . She saw placement as punishment for her 
badness . Her adjustment was fair during the first 
month . Stepmother visited regularly and stated that 
placement was the only way as Carol could now be 
controlled. 
The worker offered support to the stepmother· and 
involved her in the preplacemen t p r ocess. Both par-
ents were acquainted with the foster home selected 
for c arol and vi siting arrangements were made. 
Father's ambiva lence was worked through by the 
worker and as placement progressed i t was e xplai ned 
that it would be best if' carol did not return home, 
not because he was an inadequate parent, but rather 
because this best met Carol ' s needs. 
Interpretati on 
A great deal of marital discord and a poor paren t-chil d 
relationship is reflected in this situation with both of the 
parents having experienced one previous marriage. carol's 
stepmother attempted to compensate for her own earlier de -
privation and lack of' satisfac tion from her second marriage 
_..; by identifying with carol whom her husband saw as bad like 
her natural mother. carol's father tried to escape threaten-
ing situations through the u s e of alcohol. carol identif ied 
with her natural mother and punished her fa.ther by acting out 
her hostility toward him. Her reading deficiency was also 
indicative of i ntra-psychic conflicts. 
AJ.trough the parents _superfici~lly accepted placement , 
they were really quite ambi valent abo~t it. The f afuher' s 
guilt made foster placement unacceptable to him and the step-
mother was unable to give up the child as some of her own 
needs v1ere met through carol. 
Although carol was accepting of placement, her initial 
adjustment was fair possibly due to the f ac t that she saw it 
as another rejection and further indication of punishment for 
her badness. 
CASE NO. 4 
DONALD 
Donald, a vthi te catholic boy, born 10/16/1~3, was 
brought to the attention of the court on 2/16/56 on 
a stubborn child complaint by the mother . At the 
time of the hearing mother stated that Donald was 
difficult to handle and refused to obey simple re-
quests. She , therefore , sought the advice of the 
court in planning for Donald since she did not know 
vlha t would be best for him. 
Donald' s father was a white Protestant, who 
died on 9/26/ 43 , one month prior to his son's birth, 
when he was an enlisted man abor ad ship in the South 
Pacific . Mother had been married to him on 8/31/42 
by a Justice of the Peace. Donald had never known 
his father but expressed a strong desi re to know more 
about him. Recently , Donald met his paternal grand-
parents . After her husband ' s death maternal grand-
mother claimed that mother " ran around quite a bit 
with other men. " On 3/31/51, she mar ried Mr. L. and 
as a result of this union, one child was born. -
!'!J:other and Hr. L. voluntarily separated around 1953; 
however, mother felt that father left her because 
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of her physical incapacitation, i.e., a poor bladder 
function. Mr. L. had on several occasions tried to_ 
obtain a divorce and adopt his child .but mother con-
sistently refused him on both counts. 
Included in the family is the maternal grand-
mother, Mrs . M. who for the past few years had lived 
in an apartment above that of mother's . Jvirs. 11• shared 
the responsibility and care for Donald with mother, 
mainly due to her incapacitation . Donald was defi-
nitely in the middle of a conflict between his mother 
and granQmo ther, each pulling at h im so that his 
loyalties and allegiances Here very much d istorted. 
Donald was referred to Children's Aid on 3/16/56 
by the probation officer of the X Court for possible 
placement. At that time, Donald was described by 
his school principal as a very sex•:i.ous school prob-
lem. His attitude v1as one vJhich was bent on making 
trouble for himself and others; he also refused to 
do school work and any tasks assigned to him. The 
principal sta ted that Donald was not truthful and 
could not be trusted . According to the school, 
Don ald 's I·Q· was within the normal range , 105. At 
the court hear:tng the probation officer stated that 
Donald needed a stable home environment and a strong 
male figure to identify with. 
I n the agency's contacts with the mother re-
garding placement for Donald a considerable amount 
of ambivalence was indicated. She told the \.·Wrker 
she 1.vas happy the court 1.-1as go ing to give her son a 
private placement before he became an adjudicated 
delinquent but she was unabl e to fully accept this. 
Mother mentioned that on one occasion everything had 
been taken out of her hands and there was nothing 
left to do or say. \ll[orker offered reassurance that 
he and she Hould work out plans together so Donald 
could be accompanied step by step into placement . 
-when a school placement was suggested for her 
son, mo ther showed more ambivalence and resisted 
preparing herself to visit the proposed schools. 
When the first school was vi sited, the worker and 
the principal discussed freely with mother her feel-
i ngs about this placement for Donald . Furthermore, 
-vmrker interpreted that there Here other placements 
and that Donald and mo ther Hould decide which was 
the best for h im. This same process was repeat ed 
when Donald vi sited the-boarding school. 
Th e fact that mother participate d in the pre-
. l a c eme nt proces s he lpe d Donald to ac cept placement 
a s the only plan. Donald w s al s o gi v en a n opport m i-
ty t o l earn more a bout the propo ·e d plan from a boy 
·w-ho was a. resid ent of the school. As a result of 
the worke r 's ability to handle mothe r's amb:ival e nce, 
Don a d and mother were abl e to make e. choice o f t h e 
t yp e of s chool placement they desii'ed. 
On 6/7/56, Donal d wa s place d at the X Boa rding 
School. During the first month of placement , hi s 
a djus t ment was quite satisfactory. }1other 1rlas co-
opera tive nd v isited quite frequently, a lthough 
d e fini te i n t e r pre ta tion had to be made in this a rea. 
!-1o ther was able to verbalize her feelings J:>egarding 
c onti nue d placement and was a ble to u tilj_ze the 
worker' s su:oport. 
Interpretation 
Donald's l a ck of male identification , poor s ch ool ad-
justrnent, and h is position i n the f amily caught in a confli c t 
be twee n his mother and maternal grand_rn.othe r, indicate a 
r ather unstable family situation . The mother' s incapaci -
tation made it difficult for h er to contr ol Donald but she 
pr eferred placement to his being cared for by the maternal 
gra ndmother. 
Donal d represented the only remn ant of a possible h a ppy 
marria ge 1.·Ji th the mother' s first hus band, Donald's father. 
Th is appea r e d to cause a cor siderable amount of an~iousness 
a nd amb iva lence on the part of Donald ' s mother toward the 
~ placement plan. 
However , Donald's assets and h i s mother's strengths 
ps.rticular ly in the pre-placement proce s s, made placement 
p o ssible and workable. 
• 
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CASE NO. 5 
FRANK 
Frank, a white catholic boy, born 7/24/~. 0, was 
charged as a stubborn child on 3/10/55, with the 
.father as the complainant. Father to l d the court 
that Franl{ eJ<..hibited considerable erratic, explo sive 
behavi or coupled with the fact t h a t he r efus ed to 
go to s chool. Father a lso advised the court that 
Frank had been under the care of Dr. z., a private 
psychiatrist, but no plans had been .formulated. As 
a result of the court hearing, Frank was co~nitted 
to the Youth Service Board Detention Center for clini-
ca l study. The pr obation officer of' theY. court 
referred the boy to Children ' s Aid for placement 
plans on 3/22/55. 
Frank ' s mother was born on 12/1/14 in Italy and 
en tered the United Sta t es in 1918. She became a 
c i t izen in 1942. Mother was married to f a ther on 
7 /l+/37 by a priest and bore him f'i ve children . The 
f' ather , born 1/16/08 in New Yor'k City, was a gradu-
at e of' V.!. Law School and \-las admitted to the bar. 
At t he time of the . arraignment f'ather admitted that 
domestic matters were not tranquil, but was unable 
to see the ef'.fect o:f this on Frank. Mother and 
r ather had been separated f'or short periods because 
mother did not take care of' rather ' s "needs." 
Fa ther mentioned tha t another disturbing f'actor was 
in-law troubles . The parent-parent relationship was 
ex tremely poor and 1-ras characterized by f'requent 
criticism in the presence of' the children . Thei r 
relationship was indicative of' tension and little 
af'f'ection and it was f'elt that this poor relationship 
was a .factor in Frank's disturbances . 
Frank was a f'ul l term baby and had a normal de-
velopmental history. He had recently compl ained of 
dizziness and a pounding in his head accompanied by 
rigidity and tension in his body . He was unabl e to 
withstand tension created by attending school, although 
he scored an r.Q. of 107. His conduct with men teach-
ers was no ticeably much better than with females. 
During his temper tantrums, Frank stabbed the f'urni -
ture, screamed and made suic idal gestur es. EEG indi-
cated irregular brain waves; however, there was no 
bone pathology • 
• 
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psychiatric evaluation indicated that Frank 
suff er e d from a primary behavior disorder with many 
neurotic manifestations. His anxiety concerning his 
feelings of rejection and hostility had been acted 
out. It was recommended that Frank be placed at G. 
farm where he would receive both individual and group 
treatment • 
In the agency's c ontacts with the parents• re-
garding the placement of Frank , mother stated that 
her problems with him had begun two years ago. She 
had been able to handle most of his day by day prob-
lems but became disorganized and upset \vhen the boy 
experienced tantrums. Iviother had given in to him and 
had instructed the other children to do likewise. 
Unable to h andle him consistently she tried many 
·methods of punishment, as well as encouragement and 
praise to make him obey. Mother had threatened to 
put him away and this intensified the boy ' s feelings 
of r ejection. 
Father made rules for Frank's behavior and ad-
ministered punishment . He felt there was no real 
problem insofar as Frank was concerned but only con-
tacted the court and agency so as to threaten him 
and "make him over. " Father placed great emphasis 
on educational achievement and personal success and 
derived satisfaction from this. He showed little 
warmth or affection for Frank. 
Worker tried to . help the parents to see that 
Frank had some very real problems v-rhich needed a 
cons iderable amoQDt of attention. The worker also 
attempted to clarify the role of the agency in that 
Children's Aid wanted to help Frank and that eventual-
ly some placement plan would be formulated. However, 
when plans were discussed for Frank, both mother and 
father were unable to accept it and felt that whereas 
before Frank had been headstrong). now everything had 
passed. I n one interview, fathe r stated that he 
could not see the reason for placement away from home 
since he and h is wife were able to take care of him. 
Their rejection of placement was indice.tive of their 
inadequ acy as parents and guilt over their failur e 
to properly care for him. Shortly after this inter-
view with father, Frank acted up in the home again 
and the parents agreed to place him, although they 
were not optimistic that another setting could do 
more than they had with him. They did not prepare 
Frank fo r placement nor did they take any interest 
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in the placement process at all • 
On 5/15/55, FraP~ was placed at G. Farm. Frank's 
~eelings toward placement had been su~~iciently worked 
through but he was torn between parental conflicts. 
During the initial month o~ placement, Frank ' s par-
ents did not visit him at all. They saw no reason 
for visiting him and ~urther added he deserved being 
away from home. However, after three weelcs in place-
ment, Frank's parents asked ~or his return home as 
they h8.d no ~urther use for placement. Frank ' s be-
havior at the ~arm was poor and he was unable to 
adjust. It was felt that the parents ' rejecting 
attitude toward placement was a str ong factor in 
Frank's poor ad justment. 
Interpretation 
A poor parent-parent relationship and a poor parent-
child relationship were demonstrated in this instance. Both 
relationships were characteri zed by little love and much 
tension. Frank reacted to the home situation by acting out 
his f'eeling s o.f hostility and re j ection and was diagnosed by 
the court psychiatrist as su~~ering ~rom a pri mary behavior 
disorder with many neurotic mani~estations . 
Due to the parent ' s guilt over their ~eelings o~ re -
jec t ion, they were. unable to accept his p lacement outside of 
their own home. This would serve only to intens ify their own 
feelings of inadequacy as parents. 
Frank was unable to adjust to placement due to his par-
ents attitudes toward placement and as a result placement was 
terminated • 
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CASE lifO. 6 
VICKY 
Vicky, a white Protestant girl, born 1/18/41, 
was brought before the court on 5/3/56 on a stubborn 
chi l d complaint by her mother. At the time of the 
court hearing, mother stated that Vicky was having 
" affair s with men" and she felt that the court should 
do something to help her daughter. 
Mother, born 1/15/09, was the only child of par-
ents who were divorced early in their marital life. 
Her relationship with her mother was poor and as a 
result she lived with her father until his death, at 
-Jhich point she was nineteen . At the age of twenty-
one, she married a man somev.rhat older than herse1tf 
and divorced him eight years later on the grounds of 
cruel and abusive treatment. Two years after her 
divorce , mother met a man who promised to marry her· 
and she became illegitimately pregnant by him. When 
the chil d was born, the father disappeared. From 
the time of father ' s desertion, mother lived alone 
1rli th Vicky and supported t hem through her· earnings 
as a Haitress . 
On 3/21/56, Vicky was refer red to Children's 
Aid fo r possible placement by the cour·t. She based 
her c omplaint on the fact that she heard ru.mors f'rom 
reliable sources that Vicky was having " affairs with 
men." Nother stated that previous to this Vicky had 
never presented any serious behavior problems in the 
community or in school. Regarding her relationship 
with mother , she was quite ambiva l ent . She felt her 
mother tr·ied hard to help her but did not understa_nd 
her, while at the same time she considel"'ed mother to 
be stupi d and old -fashi oned . 
Vicky wa s s een by the court psychiatrist \-Jho 
felt it was difficult to evaluate her ability to es-
tablish me ani ngful r elationships due to the current 
s i t uation. Vicky expressed a great deal of' an_xiety 
and h ostility, particularly in relationship to men. 
Sh e attempted to present an a ttitude of bland :tn.differ-
ence . Bas ically, her feelings of badness attributable 
to her illegitimacy led her to punish herse lf6 She 
also experienced conside rable di fficulty in handling 
her a.n_xi et;y. Because of' h er ma.n;J· assets and good 
contact with reality, foster home placement was recom-
mended . 
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In the agency's contacts v-ri th mother regarding 
Vicky's placement, she appeared to be ·compulsive, 
r'igid and extremely guilty about he r i llegitimate 
chi lo . Like her daughter $he attempted to punish 
herself for her r! evil deed. " 
!"!other r·elated that she file d a stubborn chilcl 
c omplaint in order to f righten her daughter and make 
her behave. She felt the co·urt wo uld repr·imand Vi cky 
f or· her behavior and possibly place her away from 
home for a short period which would cure her . She 
stated that she had never thought in t erms of place-
ment f'or Vicky f'or a longer peri od of time, bu t if 
this vJas the best plan she vwuld not v.rant to inter-
fer e . I n itially, mother v.ras quite re jecting of the 
plan for placement which was seen as an indication 
of' her• feellngs of inadequacy as a parent. The worker 
was abl e to 1..rork through some of' mother's feelings 
concerni ng placement to the point that she saw it as 
the best po s s ible plan for both of' them. 
On the other hand, Vicky was q 1.-l.i te anx.ious for 
placement and wanted it as soon as possible. Vicky 
felt that a foster home "~ATould give her an opportuni-
ty to have a new chance in life and would prove to 
her m.other that she could do 1.-rell. \JIJ ork er a ttem.pted 
to help Vicky particularly ·Hi th reference to her 
f eeling s concerning rno the r . 
on 7/19/56, Vicky was placed in the foster home 
of 1--·Irs. 0. Nother parti cipated in the pre-placement 
v i s it, although she did not accompany her daughter 
on the day of placement. Foster parents liked Vicky 
and were able to give her a great deal of aff'ection 
and love. Due to her many assets she v.ras able to 
handle the situation and came slowly to form a trust-
ing r elationship. During the first month. of place-
ment , her adjustment was excellent and continued t o 
be so . 
Mother's attitude toward placemen t became more 
accepting and through casev.JOrk h elp she came to the 
realization that Vicky had real problems which re-
quired help. At certain times she wanted Vicky back 
in the home, but then would b e able to r e cognize that 
sh e could not provide the controls necessary f'o r her 
daughter . 
• 
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Interpretation 
Vicky's mother ~·Jho experienced deprivation and an un-
stable family life in her own childhood, and sought in her 
relationship with Vicky's father the gratification she de-
sired as a child, basically re j ected her illegitimate child. 
She was overwhelmed by her guilt and this made her initially 
rejecting of placement . 
Vicky expressed a good deal of anxiety and hostility 
toward men possibly because of her mother's poor ex:;,:>eriences 
,. and her need to punish herself for her illegitimacy. As 
._ 
stated above, her mother's guilt and inadequacy made it neces-
sary for her to re ject placement. She could not face the 
~ fact that someone else might succeed where she had failed. 
r 
.. 
Eventually her feelings 1.rere worked through by the caseworker 
and she became more accepting of placement. Her partici-
pa tion in the pre-placement process helped her daughter it 
would seem to accept .lacement as the best possible plan and 
contributed to a better adjustment. 
CASE NO. 7 
GILDA 
Gilda, a white catholic girl , born 3/11/L~o, was 
referred to Children's Aid on 7/11/55 by the probation 
officer of they. court. Prior to this referral, 
mother had requested help from the court in formu-
lating some plans for Gilda since she had been steal-
ing and lying from an early age. Furthermore, Gilda 
had attended a series of private boarding schools but 
was expelled from each one, the last one beiP~ on 
10/5/54 for stealing. Accordingly, mother placed 
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rie;id r e striction s on Gilda who in retur n failed to 
come home on two night s. 1'1:o ther, therefore, sought 
the advice of the probation officer who suggested 
that a stubborn child complaint be filed and recom-
mended di scussion of placement plans with Children ' s 
A icl. 
Gilda v.Jas the only child of mother ' s first 
marri age to 11r. B· They ·were married in 1936 and 
four years later mother divorced h i m on the grounds 
of extreme cruelty and abusive treatment . Although 
Mr . B. was still alive, Gilda had never known him. 
I n 1941, mother married }'Jr . Ivi., a sailor and bore 
him two children. During father's stay in the Navy, 
mother and the children resided with a personal 
.friend, :torrs. E. Upo n father's re t urn from the serv-
ice, Gilda \·.Jas adop ted . Ho1r1ever , stepfather 's re-
lationship with G. was quite indifferent. G. also 
felt he favored the other children over her. 
Mother reported that her difficulty with Gilda 
began in November of 1953, when mother felt she could 
no longer tolerate or handle Gil da ' s behavior and 
as a result enrolle d her in an academy for girl s . 
Gilda , h owever, immediately encountered trouble by 
failing to return to the Academy one night and on 
another oc casion distributed sexual material through-
out the school . At this point, Gilda was referred 
to a child guidance clinic and was seen by the psy-
chiatris t. Treatmen t was recommended but mot her did 
not follow through as she desired a boarding place- . 
ment for her daughter . On the clinic ' s recorn..rnenda..tion, 
Gilda was placed at D. Academy, but was expelled 
ten months later due t o her third episode of stealing. 
Mother again appealed to the cl nic who suggested a 
complete diagnostic evaluation with possible treat-
ment plans . I n light of their recommendations , 
mother decided to keep Gilda a t home for e. trial 
visit. However, the following J anuary she again 
appealed to the court and fail ed to follow through 
with the court ' s suggestion. 1'1Iother placed Gilda 
with Mrs . E. but when this did not succeed, she con-
tacted the court in J une and filed a s t ubborn child 
complaint . Then she requested the hel p o.f Children ' s 
Aid. Dur•ing the interim, Gilda was placed temporarily 
at z., a school for girls . · 
Prior to the court hearing, Children's Aid con-
t acted the ~hild~gu1dance clinic and the fol lowing 
information was given : Gilda had a definitely long-
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standing and serious problem but could be h elped. 
She wa.s a bright g irl and in good contact with reali-
ty b u t could not tolerate close relationships. A 
theme of deprivation and depression was noticeable. 
She had passive fatalistic attitudes about herself 
and her problem and considered herself worthless . 
I n conclusion, it was felt that if placement was to 
be expe cted a court order would be helpful. 
The psychiatrist felt that mother strongly identi-
fied Gilda with her first husband which was also true 
of Gilda ' s feelings . The mother was described as a · 
person who alwa.ys presented negative a ttitudes towa.rd 
G. and f e l t that she herself was deprived. 
In the agency 's contact with the mother regarding 
the placement of G., she stated that she wanted 
nothing more to do with her daughter, other than to 
pay the bills . Her attitude toward her was that she 
had tried for years to help her and showed her that 
the difficulty she became involved in hurt her and 
not mot er . Mother felt that Gilda acted without 
t h inking of the consequen ces, because she was selfish 
and strong- willed. Hother remarke d that if she were 
to die tomorr ow sh e would have no regrets rega.rding 
her efforts for her daughter. Mother claimed she 
had no doub ts that the trouble lay with Gilda herself 
and n ot he r, since she was unabl e to get a lon g with 
Mrs . E. l~hen questioned a bout the choice betv-reen a 
foster home and s choo l placement, mother retorted 
that she did not care what the agency did as l ong as 
she wasn 't bothered . Furthermore, she did not want 
Gilda to visit her. 
When the worker remarked that possibly mother ' s 
conne c t ion with Mrs . E. might have influenced Gilda ' s 
behavior , mother stated that she wa s disgusted with 
eo l e who blamed her f or Gilda 's behavior. She felt 
that there ~vas no connection between what Gilda had 
do ne and her fe elings toward the child . She expressed 
a skeptical attitude that t he agency would be able to 
accom li sh much with Gilda. Nothe r thought that it 
i-v ould be a l ong time before \-.Te would know i--J'hat the 
e ff e c ts were . Worker agreed that there was no certain-
t y in t h is but that the agency had found foster homes 
to e helpf'ul Hith chi l dren such as Gilda a n d was 
hope_ u l for Gilda too. l1other was described by the 
worker as b eing cutting in her manner and expressed 
nothing bu t re jec t ion of Gilda. 
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On 9/ 9/55, after the court heari ng , Gilda was 
rlaced at the fost er home of Hrs . D. Nother expressed 
li ttle feeli ng over Gi l da ' s departure . On 9/15/55, 
when mother signed the financial a greement at the 
agency, she commented that Gi lda vro u ld do eood for 
a c oup e of mont hs then the trouble woul d begin 
She felt hat placement would not effect a change 
and e x r essed little fait l in G:i. da ' s potenti li ty . 
Within the first month of placement , G. had a -
j"ns i~ e d a. i r y vr ell i n h e r nevJ en rironment. He r be-
havior had improved a nd with s ome s upport the foste r 
mo t h er wa s abl e o manage her. 
!·1other ' s eontact s '.J i th t h e agency we r e limited 
"Mme d iate l after placemerrt. She mai ntained she 
v1anted no thine; to do vd th GildH an did no t lisi t _1.e r 
durine the ini,ial month of p l acement. Gi l da had 
vJr i t :;en regularly 1--1h ereas mo ther o nly mai n tained a 
u e rficial contact wi th one small note. Mother 
too t he attitude of placin g comp ete ·· espon ibi l ity 
other than f i nancial in the hands o f t he a e;ency . 
She w s unab l e to work t h rough her f e e l ings of inade -
quac y and e;ullt . 
Interyretation 
I n hi s case, Gi ,c a, tlle only child of a former un s ta' le 
marriage, expe rienced several placements in var i ous boarding 
schools a nd was sep ar·ated f rom h er mother for v arying peri-
ods of time. She could no t tolerate close re l ationshi s and 
a theme of depr· v tion a n d epressi on was noticeable in her 
pers onal ity Hhich , cou l ed Hith her pa s sive fa tal istic atti-
t ude about hersel f , is indica tive of her poor earli er re -
~ l ationship with her mother. 
The mother's atti tude tmv-ard Gilda 1.-1 a s negative and her 
feelings of re j e ction confirm the poor relationship existing 
• between parent and chi l d. The presence of a ste arent in 
t::1 i s h o , e a _ s o created f urther conflicts for this adolesce nt. 
., 
Gi da's mother demonstrated no real fee ling of a posi-
tive nature for h e r augh t e r , possibly because she was identi-
fied with her natural fathe~(' , and c l early i nd i cated she 
w nted no part in the placement process beyond assuming fi -
nancial res ponsib i l i t y. 
T1e indifferent atti t ude on the p art of t he mother 
toward placement seemed to i nfluenc e t h e kind of ad j ustment 
which Gi l da made . 
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CHAPTER VII I 
SUMVillRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The ur pose of thi s s tudy was to investigate the atti-
t udes of aren ts ~1ho fi ed s tubborn chi l d complaints aga ins t 
t heir adolescent chil dren toVJard their placement by Boston 
•Jh ildren t s Se rvice As s ociation. The eriod studied extended 
from Janua ry 1, 1955, through December 31, 1956. Twenty 
sets of parents met the criteria fo r the study. The focu s 
of the research was to de te rmine the characteri tics of t h e 
parents an d ch ildren i nvolved "ffiThich woul d serve as a back-
ground for t he primary body of the study-- t he attitude s of 
parent s and chi l dren toward placement. Attention was a l so 
given t o the complaint to the c ourt, the parent s ' expecta-
tions of court act ion, t he court ' s vi e1. .r of the problem, 
existing fami lial relationships prior to the court referral 
and t h e role of the parent in the i ni tial placement process. 
In thi s study seven of the natural fathers v1ere not in 
the home . The ages of natural father s , therefore , does not 
show the ag e picture for fa thers actual ly in the home . The 
mothers r ang ed in age f r om thirty to fifty-five years 'l/ITi th 
ove r half of them be tween the ages of forty and fifty. Their 
ages cor respond to the often difficult period of menopause 
dur ing which it is felt that emotional factors play a large 
role . 
Twel ve parents were married at the t ime of the referral . 
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Of these t v-.relve , f our of the marriages h a d l as t e twent to 
twenty-foul "ears . n four o ... er situations, the parents 
Here marr·i e d between ten and n i neteen years. Eig 1t of the 
mother we re revious l married~ and fiv e of these were 
li v:l.ng with the ir second h u sbands during the period under 
stud • _e remaining t u~ee mothers who marri e t1-·dce were 
either s epara t ed or divorced. ~n uns t able fami l y si · u e.tio 1, 
therefore, is prominent in these fa...rn.ilies and there does 
appear to be some assoc ation between the conflict of' t he 
child an t _1e stability of his family conste l lati on. 
_ll or"" t _e paren s vJere caucasian, and the ma ·ori t of' 
them frotestan an born in the Uni ted s tates . Thirteen of' 
t _e adolescent chi ldren vier e of the :Protestant f'ai th and 
s even viere c a tr ol ic . I n th f our case s of mixed relie;io -· t 
vJas no bed t _at t 1e c i d was reared in the re l igion of the 
rnoth Jr. T1ere sere only eight parents , o:r 20 er cent of' 
the g r ou , born o tside of the Uni ted Ste.tes. Fa thers were 
better educated than the mothers, 1.-Ji th the ma jority of' them 
receiving a h"g s chool education. 
Eleven of the mothers were employed, eight of them 
duri ng hours when their adolescent children would reqtdre 
su. el'visicn. The most f'requent occu _ations "'rere those of 
wai tress &n nurse attendant. Of the t hirteen emplo ed 
fathe s in the home , the larges t s ine;le grou Has that of 
facto:P workers , of -v1hich there were three . 
o. 
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There were seven boys and thirte en girls involved in 
the study, -vli th the largest age group t h ose fourteen to fif-
'-
teen y e ars old. In the total group, there were twice as 
many g irls as boys, possibly due to the fact that the boys' 
a cting out results in a charge initiated by the police rather 
. , than by the parent • 
Te n adolescents were in Junior High School, and in seven 
situations living in their own complete parental family. The 
position of the child in the family in the study was most 
often that of the oldest child. I·Q·' s of this group of ado-
lescents ranged from eighty to 139 with ten of them scoring 
~- at the normal range of intelligence. There were no border-
.. 
line or mental de f e ctives in the group . This is not as 
significant as it might seem due to the policy of Boston 
Childr en' s Service As sociation not to accept children with 
an,·: I . Q. of less than eighty-five. 
Chapter V was concerned with the court referral in which 
it was found that the mothers in 75 per cent of the cases 
f iled the stubborn child complaint in the courts. In seven 
of these situations, the natural parents were not living 
together and of those parents who remarried, the natural par-
r"" ent was the one to file the complaint. I t would seem, there-
fore , that there is some association bet"'veen the mother's 
marital status and the parent who filed the complaint. How-
ever, there did not appear to be any association between the 
person filing the complaint and the sex of the child. 
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As viewed by the parent, runaways presented the most 
frequent problem, possibly because they come to the attention 
of the police which forces the pa1 ... ent to talce action with 
the child. 
In all of ~he cases under study there was a poor parent-
child relationship, with the conflict coming to the fore-
ground in adolescence. Not only was this the opinion of the 
court psychiatrist who saw all of the children in this group, 
but it was borne out by a review of the case recordings of 
social workers . The major underlying problem as viewed by 
the court was that of the child who acted out his feelings 
engendered by his h ome situation, complicated by his own ado-
lescent strivings. 
In eight cases, or 40 per cent of the group , the parent 
saw the court as punishment for his adolescent , while six 
hoped for advice from the court and six seemed to want place-
ment. Those parents who saw the court as punishment felt 
its authority would frighten their children into obedience. 
In Chapter VI parent-child relationships and attitudes 
toward placement were discussed. For purposes of this study 
of parental attitudes , the following analysis categories were 
used: Positive, negative, ambivalent and unknown. The atti-
tudes of their children were classified in a similar manner. 
Nineteen of these parents saw their children negatively. 
Fourteen of the nineteen children whose attitudes toward 
-) their mothers were known i'11ere negative toward them. Twelve 
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of these vJere cases in which the mother also had a negative 
attitude tm-1ard her child , and, therefore, was indicative of 
a poor parent-child relationship. The attitudes of only 
seventeen adolescents toward their fathers were known and of 
these, eleven were negative . 
Fifteen of the parents , or 45.4 per cent of the total 
of thirty-three parents, were accepting of placement . Five 
mothers were ambivalent and four rejecting . Only two fathers 
were ambivalent and two rejecting of the plan. As was the 
situation with their parents, nine of the twenty children 
t 
expressed a favorable attitude toward placement and many of 
~ them for reasons similar to those set forth by their parents, 
namely the poor relationship within the home. Ambivalent 
.... 
attitudes also ranked second in the group of children. 
The a.tti tudes of the parent and child to~rmrd placement 
coincide in only a few cases . There were five situa tions in 
which both the mother and child accepted placement, and one 
in which there was an ambivalent attitude on the part of 
both. Of the ten cases in which the attitudes of fathers 
were known, two were accepting of the plan as well as their 
children and one father and child were ambivalent. 
Only twelve of the parents visited the proposed new 
r:.. environment for their child. Of the remaining parents, their 
attitudes toward their adoles cent children and the placement 
plan appeared to have some bearing on their inability to 
participate in the pre-placement process . In all of the 
cases the parents \-lere made aware of the type of placement 
for their child and visiting arrangements were made through 
the caseworker's assistance. 
Due to the limitations of this investigation, which were 
mentioned in Chap ter I, the findings for this group do not 
necessarily a p ply to all groups of court cases referred for 
placement. In spite of the small size of the sample, it is 
hoped by the writer ·that the reader will gain some under-
' standing of the attitudes of parents toward placement of 
their "stubborn children" and of the importance ·of the case-
~-
\-rorker ' s awareness and acceptance of the parent-child re -
p lationship in adolescence, as well as prior to it . The im-
portance of this relationship in the placement process has 
.. 
.. . 
be en borne out by this study. 
The parental and adolescent attitudes existing in the 
parent-child relationship do seem to have some bearing on 
the acceptance of the placement plan insofar as the parent 
and child are concerned, and there seems to be need for more 
participation on the part of the parent in the placement of 
his child. Although this question was not investigated 
systematically, it did seem that in those situations in which 
the child was prepared for placement by his parent and the 
parent was able to demonstrate that this plan was his plan 
and not that of the a g ency, the child's adjustment during the 
first month of placement appeared to be good. It would be 
interesting to look further into those cases where the parent 
did prepare his child for placement , in order to determine 
vJha t bearing it had on the child 1 s adjustment during place-
ment. 
Also recognizable was the fact that certain parent-child 
relationships are not conducive to placement due to specific 
detr±mental factors existing 1-1ithin the relationship itself. 
This is clearly brought out in instances where parents are 
superficially accepting of placement for their children but 
their feelings of guilt and failure prevent placement . The 
social worker ' s awareness of this v-1ill help prevent the num-
ber of unfavorable placements which sometimes take place. 
In short, the more able the trained worker is to under-
stand the parent and child ' s attitudes toward each other and 
the meaning of separation and placement to them, the better 
able she will be to predict what effect this will have on 
... their acceptance of placement • 
p 
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APPENDIX 
r ' 
SCHEDULJI: 
I. IDENTIFYIJ G I NFORMATION 
1. Schedule number 
2. Father : Age Education Occupation Religion Ethnic 
and Income backg. 
3· No ther: Age Educ a tion Occupation Religion Ethnic 
and Income backg. 
4· 1-1arital status Length of' IVtarriage Previous 1'1arriages 
5. Child: Age Sex Ordinal Grade in School I.Q. 
Position 
6. Number of Siblings Others in the Household 
II. THE COMPLATNT TO THE COURT 
1. V.Jhich parent filed the complaint against the child? 
2. What vJas the presenting problem a s seen by the parent 
(either or both)'resulting in court action'? 
3. What was the problem as seen by the court after their 
investigation? 
4· What wa s the parents ' (either or both) e xpectations 
of' court action? 
III. EXISTIHG FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS PRIOR TO REFERRAL TO 
COURT 
1. What Here the relationships in the home prior to re-
ferral? 
a. husband- \-Jife 
b. mother -child 
c. father -child 
d. other 
2. Descri be the parents' understanding of' the child's 
problem. 
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IV. PARENTS I N CONTACT -wiTH THE AGENCY AND THEIR ROLE IN 
INITIAL PLACEHENT 
1 . Describe the parent's attitude tov1ard the ref'er·ral. · 
2. What was t he child ' s reaction to placement? 
How did this influence the parents reaction toit? 
3 . Describe the emotional reaction of the parent to the 
plan f'or placement . (Ex amples - guilt , indif'.ference, 
ambiv a l ence.) 
4. What action was taken to acquaint the parent with the 
f oster home? 
What help did the caseworker give to the parent in 
this~: 
